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I ~· FOREIGN BOOKS 
1 )l:~ Literature 
CD )l:~-1& General Literature 
1 Balfour (A.J.) Criticism and beauty. Oxf. Clarendon, 1910. 48p. 
so. 
2 Beeching (H. C. ) Two lectures, introductory to the study of poetry. 
Camb. Univ. Press. 1901. 57p.12° .:;!}.An. ffl~~IJ 
3 Biese (A.) The development of the feeling for nature, in the middle 
ages and modern times. Lond. Routledge, 1905. 376p. 12° . 
4 Brandes (G.) Main currents in XIXth century literature. Lond. 
Heinemann, 1901-05, 4v. 8° . \!JAn~ 1J 
5 Caird (E . ) Essays on literature. Glasg. Maclehose, 1909. 259p. 8°. 
~~~IJ 
6 Courthope (W .J. ) Life in poetry : law in taste. Lond. Macmillan, 
1901. 452p. 8° . {!}.An. ~*Jit~ IJ 
7 Crawshaw(W.H.) Theinterpretationof literature. N.Y. Macmillan , 
1900 . 235p. 16° . tt~Jit~ 1J 
8 De Mille (A.B. ) Literature in the century. Toronto, Linscott, 
1902. 548p. 12°. (Nineteenth century series) 
9 D' Israeli ( I. ) Curiosities of literature. Lond. Routledge, 1866. 
582p . 16°. 
10 D' Israeli ( 1. ) Amenities of literature ; ed. by the Earl of Beaconsfield. 
Vol.l. Lond. Warne, n.d. 37lp. 12° . (Chandos classics) 
11 Ellis (H. ) The new spiri t. Lond . Scott, Pref. 1892. 250p. 16°. 
(Scott library) {!}.An. ~X;li!.~ IJ 
12 Elton (0. ) The Augustan ages. Edinb . Blackwood , 1899. 427p. 
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12°. (Periods of European literature) t9H~~ I) 
13 Gaylay (C .M. ) and Scott (F.N.) An introduction to the methods 
and materials of literary criticism. Bost. Ginn, 1899 . 587p. 12°. 
14 Grierson (H. J.C. ) The first half of the XVIIth century. Edinb. 
Blackwood, 1906. 388p. 12°. (Periods of European literature) 
15 Hale (E .E. ) Dramatists of to-day. Lond. Bell, 1906. 236p. 12°. 
ill A .h. W~.J!.~ 'J 
16 Hannay (D. ) The later renaissance. Edinb. Blackwood, 1898. 
381p. 12° . (Periods of European literature) 
17 Hastings (C. ) The theatre ; trans. by F.A.Welby. Lond . Duck-
worth, 1901. 368p. 8° . 
18 Hearn (L. ) Interpretations of literature; selected a.ed.by }.Erskine. 
N.Y. Dodd, 1915. 2v. 8° . 
19 Huneker (J.) Egoists, a book of supermen. N.Y. Scribner, 1909. 
372p. 12°. WK~~ 1J 
20 Hunt (T. W.) Literature, its principles and problems. N.Y. Funk 
& Wagnals, 1906. 403p. 12° . lliA.h~ I) 
21 Hutchison (W .G.) Lyra nicotiana: poems and verses concerning 
tobacco; ed.by W.Hutchison. Lond. Scott. 1898. 262p . 24° . 
(Canterbury poets) 
22 Ker (W .P .) Epic and romance : essays on medieval literature. 
Lond. Macmillan, 1897. 451p. 8°. 
23 Ker (W.P.) The dark ages . Edinb. Blackwood, 1904. 361p. 12° , 
(Periods of European literature) 
24 Lewes (G .H.) The principles of success in literature. Lond . Scott, 
n.d. 235p. 16° . (Scott library) :J]:J.,.;ft, tw~~~ I) 
25 Loliee (F. ) A short history of comparative literature ; tr .by M.D. 
Power. Lond. Hodder & Stoughton, 1906. 381p. 12° . 
26 Magnus (L.) Introduction to poetry. Lond. Murray, 1902. 174p. 
16°. (Murray's home and school library) t!}J.,.;ft, tw~~ I) 
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27 Mantzius (K. ) A history of theatrical art in ancient and modern 
times ; tr. by L. v. Cassel. Land. Duckworth, n. d. 5v. go. 
2g Millar (J.H. ) The mid-eighteenth century . Edinb. Blackwood, 
1902. 3g7p. 12° . (Periods of European literature) f.nk;iil.s I) 
29 Nordan (M. ) Degeneration. Lond. Heinemann, 189g , 560p. go. 
ill.A.tt, ffl~SIJ 
30 Ornond (T.S. ) The romantic triumph. Edinb. Blackwood, 1900. 
40gp. 12° . (Periods of European literature) 
31 Posnett (H.M . ) Comparative literature. Land. Kegan Paul, 1gg6 . 
402p. 12° . (International scientific series) 
32 Schopenhauer (A. ) The art of li terature: a series of essays; selected 
a. trans. by T . B. Saunders . Lond. Sonnenschein , 1900. 149p. 
12o. ~~SIJ 
33 Scott,-Jarnes (R .A.) Modernism and romance. Land. Lane, 190g. 
2g4p. go. l!JA.tt, t9H~s IJ 
34 Sherman (L.A. ) Analytics of literature. Bast. Ginn, 1901. 46gp , 
12o. ~.A.tt. m~s I) 
35 Snell (F.J. ) The fourteenth century. Edi nb. Blackwood, 1g99 , 
42gp, 12° . (Periods of European literature) 
36 Symons (A. ) The symbolist movement in literature . Land . Heine-
mann, 1g99. 197p. 12° . 
37 Thorndike (A.H. ) Tragedy. 
117~s iJ 
Land . Constable , 190g. 390p. 16°. 
3g Trent (W .P . ) Greatness in li terature, and other papers. Land . 
Harrap, 1905. 24gp. 12° . 
39 Vaughan (C.E. ) The romantic revolt. Edinb. Blackwood, 1907. 
507p. 12° . (Periods of Europea n literature) 
40 Vaughan (C.E. ) Types of tragic drama. Land. Macmillan, 190g. 
275p . go. m~s I) 
41 Worsfold (W.B .) The principles of criticism : an introduction to the 
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studyofliterature. Lond.G.Ailen, 1897. 285p.8° .-;:!r-,A.;h, f);ij(<f>IJ 
® ~)(:~ English Literature 
42 Adams (W. D. ) Dictionary of English literature, being a compre-
hensive guide to English authors and their works. Lond. Cassell, 
n.d. 708p. 8°. 
43 Addison (] . ) a nd Steele (Sir R. ) The Spectator. Lond. Routledge, 
n.d. 919p. 12° . (Morley' s universal library) )li-,A.;h,, f9}~;)jt;l.; I) 
44 Addison (]. ) and Steele (Sir R. ) Selections from the Spectator ; 
ed.w.introd.a.notes by K.Deighton. Lond.Macmillan, 1897 . 220p. 
16° . 
45 Addison (J. ) The poems of J. Addison ; ed . by S. Johnson. Lond . 
Buckland , 1790. 348p . 16° . (Works of the English poets) . 
46 Ainsworth (W.H.) The tmver of London. Lond. Cassell , 1903 . 
382p. 12° . (Cassell's standard library) 'ill A. .:h.:!!> I) 
47 Ainsworth (W.H. ) Beau Nash. Lpz. Tauchnitz , 1879. 2v. 24°. 
(Collection of British authors) 
48 Akenside (M. ) Mr. Gray & LordLy. The poems of Akenside,Gray 
and Lord Lyttelton ; ed.by S . Johnson . Lond. Buckla nd , 1790. 
356p. 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
49 Armstrong (]. ) and Langhorne (]. ) The poems of John Armstrong 
and John Langhorne; ed .by S.Johnson. Lond. Buckland, 1790. 
382p. 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
50 Arnold (M.) Selected poems of Matthew Arnold. Lond. Macmillan, 
1900. 235p. 16° . (Golden treasury series) f);~<!!> I) 
51 Arnold (M. ) On translating Homer. Lond. Routledge, n.d. 290p . 
24° . (New universal library) 
52 Arnold (M. ) Literature and dogma. N.Y. Macmillan, 1883 . 351p. 
16° . )!}A..tt, 1?7~~.:1!> 1) 
53 Arnold (M. ) Cui ture and anarchy. N.Y. Maynard, 1892 . 64p. 16° . 
(Maynard 's English classic series) 
54 Ascham (R. ) The schoolmaster. Lond . Cassell , 1888 . 192p. 24° . 
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(Cassell's national library) 
55 Austen (J. ) Pride and prejudice. Lond. Macmillan, 1899. 352p. 
12°. (Macmillan's illustrated standard novels) {I} .An. -m~"' IJ 
56 Austen (J. ) Sense and sensibili ty . Lond. Macmillan, 1898. 342p. 
12° . (Macmi llan's illustrated standard novels) t!f.A;h, W£Jit~ IJ 
57 Austen (J. ) Emma. Lond . Macmillan, 1899 . 437p. 12° . (Mac-
millan's illustrated standard novels) {!}.An. m~~~ IJ 
58 Austen (J.) Mansfield park. Lond. Macmillan, 1898 . 429p. 12° . 
(Macmillan's illustrated standard novels) 
59 Bacon (F. ) Bacon's essays and colours of good and evil; ed. by W. 
A. Wright. Lond. Macmillan, 1872. 388p. 24 °. (Golden treasury 
series) ill .An~ IJ 
60 Bacon (F. ) Bacon' s essays; ed.w.introd . a.notes by F.G.Selby. 
Lond. Macmillan , 1892. 300p. 16°. 
61 Bacon (F. ) The advancement of learning; ed.w.i ntrod.a. notes by 
F.G.Selby. Lond. Macmillan, 1892. 2v. 16° . 
62 Baker (E.A .) A descriptive guide to the best fiction (British and 
American). Lond. Sonnenschein, 1903. 610p. 12°. 
63 Baker (H. B. ) History of the London stage and its famous players 
(1576-1903). Lond. Routledge, 1904 . 557p. 8°. 
64 Barham (R.H.) The lngoldsby legends. Lond. Richards, 1901. 
604p. 24° . (World's classics) m.Att. tN~~ 1J 
65 Bartlett (J.) Familiar quotations . Bost. Brown, 1896. 1158p. 12°. 
66 (Shakespeare.) Bartlett (J. ) A new and complete concordance: or 
verbal index to words, phrases a. passages in the dramatic works 
of Shakespeare. Lond . Macmillan, 1894. 1910p. 4°. 
67 Bascom (J.) Philosophy of English li terature . N.Y. Putnam, 1903. 
318p. 12°. t!}.A;h, fj}~;!jl~ IJ 
68 Beatty (P. ) To my lady, and other poems. Lond. Provost, 1879. 
125p. 16° . 
- 8 -
69 Beaumont (F. ) and Fletcher (J . ) The works of Francis Beaumont 
and John Fletcher. Vol.l. Cam b. Univ. Press. 1905. 456p. 12° . 
(Camb. English Classics.) 
70 Beckford (W. ) Vathek. Lond . Greening, 1905. 272p. 16° . (Lotus 
library) 
71 Beers (H.A. ) A history of English romaticism in the XVIIIth 
century. Lond.Kegan Paul, 1899. 455p. 12° . 1}A.;h, t9'f~*tl; ry 
72 Beers (H.A. ) A history of English romanticism in the XIXth 
century. Lond. Kegan Paul, 1902. 424p. 12° . i!JA.tt, tt'~;:!;Q 
73 (Browning . ) Berdoe (E. ) The Browning cyclopaedia. Lond. 
Sonnenschein , 1898. 576p. 12° . 
74 Blackmore (Sir R. ) and Fenton. (E. ) The poems of Sir R.Blackmore 
and E.Fenton; ed.by S.Johnson. Lond. Buckland, 1790. 397p. 
24° . (Works of the English poets) 
75 Blake (W. ) The poetical works of William Blake; ed.by W.M. 
Rossetti. Lond. Bell , 1890. 231p. 16°. (Aldine edition) 
76 Bolingbroke (Lord .) Letters to Sir William Windham and Mr.Pope. 
Lond. Cassell, 1889. 192p. 24° . (Casell's national library) 
77 Borrow (G.) Lavengro. Lond. Ward, n.d. 404p. 12° . 
78 Borrow (G. ) The Romany Rye . Lond. Ward , n .d. 363p. 12°. 
79 Boswell (J .) The life of Samuel Johnson. Lond. Murray , 1835. 
7v. 16° . (Vol.1 , 2,6 wanting) 
80 Boswell (J. ) The life of Samuel Johnson. Lond. Office of the 
National Illustrated Library. 1851-56. 2v . 12° . 
81 Brimley (G. ) Essays ; ed.by W.G. Clark. Lond. Routledge, 292p. 
24° . (New universal library) . 
82 Britsh dramatist The works of the British dramatists . ed. by J. 
S .Keltie . Edinb. Nimmo, 1894. 549p. 8° . 
83 Bronte (C. ) Jane Eyre. N.Y. Allison , 1889 . 462p. 12° . {!J A ;h, 
'f9'j~tl; Q 
-9-
84 Bronte (C .) Shirley. Lond. Service, 1897. 509p. 12°. :!JJ-.tt, -m 
rtJt.:b IJ 
86 Brooke (S .A. ) English literature, from the beginning to the Nor-
man conquest. Lond. Macmillan, 1899 . 340p. 12° . (History of 
English literature) 
87 Brooke (S .A) English literature from A.D.670 toA.D. 1832. Lond. 
Macmillan, 1901. 192p. 16° . (Literature primers) 
88 Brooke (S. A. ) English literature from A. D.670 to A.D.1832. Lond. 
Macmillan, 1902. 192p. 24°. (Literature primers) 
89 (Skakespeare.) Brooke (S.A. ) On ten plays of Shakespeare . 
Lond . Constable, 1905. 3llp. 8° . 
90 Browne (Sir T.) The works of Sir Thomas Browne; ed. by S . 
Wilkin. Lond. Routledge, 1888-94. 3v. 12° . 
91 Browning (E .B.) Poems. Lond. Routledge, 1889. 320p. 24°. 
(Rout. pocket library. ) 
92 Browning (E.B. ) Aurora Leigh. Lond. Bell, 1902. 354p. 24° . 
(Life & light books). f0~.:51J 
93 Browning (R. ) The poetical works of Robert Browning. 2v. 
Lond. Smith, 1900. 12°. i~J-.h.:biJ 
94 Browning (R. ) Select poems of Robert Browning ; ed. w. notes by 
W. J. Rolfe&H.E .Hersey. N.Y.Harper , 1896. 200p . 16° . (English 
classics) 
95 Browning (R. ) Paracelsus . Lond. Dent, 1899 . 157p. 24° . (Temple 
classics) 21J-.h, fjj~;biJ 
96 Bunyan (J.) The pilgrim's progress ; w. notes by R. Maguire ; 
illustrated by H.C.Selous & M.P. Priolo. Lond. Cassell , n.d. 
400p. 4° . 
97 Burke (E.) Burke's speeches: on American taxation; on concilia-
tion with America and letters to the Sheriffs of Bristol; ed . w. 
introd. a . notesbyF.G.Selby. Lond. Macmillan, 1897. 328p. 16° . 
-10 -
98 Burke (E. ) Burke's reflections of the revolution in France; ed.w. 
introd.a . notes by F.G. Selby. Lond. Macmillan, 1894. 484p. 16° . 
99 Burke (E . ) Reflections on the revolution in France . Tokyo. 
Maruya, 1892 . 242p. 16° . 
100 Burns (R. ) Poetical works of Robert Burns; the poems, epistles, 
songs, epigramsandepitaphs; ed.by ].A. Manson. Lond. Wilson, 
1896. 2v. 16° . 
101 Burton (R. ) The anatomy of melancholy; ed. by A. R. Shilleto. 
Lond. Bell , 1896. 3v. 16°. (Bohn' sstandardlibrary) 
102 Bury (R.de. ) The love of books : the Philobiblon of Richard de 
Bury; trans. by E.C. Thomas . Lond. Moring, 1903. 148p. 24°. 
(King's classics) 
103 Butler (S . ) T he poems of Samuel Butler; ed. by S. Johnson. 
Lond . Buckland, 1790. 2v. 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
104 Butler (S . ) Hudibras. Lond. Routledge, 1886. 286p. 16° . (Morley's 
universal library) 
105 Butler (S . ) Hudibras; ed .by H.G.Bohn. Lond . Bell, 1898 . 473p. 
16° . (Bohn's standard library) 
106 Byron (Lord. ) The poetical works of Lord Byron; ed.by M.Blind. 
Lond. Scott, 1886. 2v. 24°. (Canterbury poets) -m~~~~ I) 
108 Byron (Lord. ) Childe Harold: a romaunt. Lond.Dent , 189S . 310p. 
24° . (Temple classics) {!}A. .:h. mk;lits I) 
109 Byron (Lord. ) Childe Harold's pilgrimage . Cantos III & IV.; ed. 
by E. F. Morris . Lond. Macmillan, 1904 . 16Sp. 16° . 
110 Byron (Lord. ) Ceuvres completes de Lord Byron ; tr. by de M. 
Amedee Pichot. Par.Garnier, n.d. 4v. 16° . 
111 Byron (Lord. ) Life , letters, and journals of Lord Byron; w . notices 
of his life by T . Moore . Lond. Murray, 1S38 . 735p. S0 • 
112 The Cambridge history of English literature; ed.by A.W. Ward & 
A.R.Waller. Vol. 1- 9,11-12 . Camb.Univ.Press, 1907- 1915. S0 • 
-11-
114 Carlyle (T.) Sartor Resartus. Lond. Bell, 1900. 352p. 12°. 
115 Carlyle (T.) The hero as a prophet. N.Y . Maynard, 1892. 48p. 
16°. (Maynard's English classic series) 
116 Carlyle (T.) The French revolution; w .in trod., notes a.appendices 
by ] . H. Rose. Lond . Bell , 1904 . 3v . 16° . (Bohn1s historical 
library) 
118 Chambers. Chambers1s cyclopaedia of English literature ; ed. by 
D.Patrick. Lond .Chambers, 1901-03. 3v. 4°. 
119 Chambers (C.H.) The tyranny of tears. Lond.Heinemann, 1902. 
152p. 16°. =m:.A.tt. 'Wr;~R~ IJ 
120 Chatterton (T. ) The poetical works of Thomas Chatterton ; ed. 
w .an essay on the Rowley poems by W. W. Skeat. Lond . Bell , 
1891. 2v. 16°. (Aldine ed.) 
121 Chaucer (G.) The studentts Chaucer; ed. by W. W. Skeat. Oxf. 
Clarendon, 1895. 881p. 12°. ~~~I) 
122 Chaucer (G.) Works; selected a ed. by F.N.Paton. Lond.Scott, 
1888. 290p. 24°. (Canterbury poets) :[!}.A.tL~ I) 
123 Chaucer (G.) Canterbury tales; the prologue and the man of law's 
tale; ed.by A.].Wyatt,glossary by ].Maline. Lond.Clive, 196p. 
16°. (Univ. tutorial series.) 
124 Chaucer (G.) and Spenser (E.) The Canterbury tales and Faerie 
Queens, with other poems; ed. by D.Laing Purves. Edinb.Nimmo, 
1897. 616p. 8° . 
125 Chesterton (G.K.) Robert Browning. Lond. Macmillan, 1903 . 
207p .12°. (English men of letters) . 
126 Churchill (C.) The poems of Charles Churchill ; ed.by S.Johnson. 
Lond. Buckland, 1790. 335p. 16°. (Works of the English poets) 
127 Churchill (C.) and Falconer (W.) The poems of C.Churchill and 
W .Falconer; ed. by S.]ohnson. Lond.Buckland, 1790. 325p. 16°. 
(Works of the English poets) 
-12-
128 Cokain (Sir A.) The dramatic works of Sir Aston Cokain. Edinb. 
Paterson , 1874. 300p. 12°. (Dramatists of the restoration). 
129 Coleridge (S. T .) The poetical works of S . T. Cole-ridge; ed . w. 
introd.a.notes by T. Ashe . Lond.Bell , 1890. 2v. 16° . (Aldine 
ed.) i!J:.An. 1*f.litJ!> I) 
130 Coleridge (S. T. ) The poems of S . T. Coleridge; ed . by J. Skipsey. 
Lond. Scott, 1887. 294p. 24°. (Canterbury poets) ).!}.AnJ!>IJ 
131 Coleridge (S . T. ) Lectures and notes on Shakespeare a nd other 
English poets; ed.by T .Ashe. Lond. Bell, 1890. 552p . 16° . 
(Bohn' s standard library) 
132 Coleridge (S. T.) Passages from the prose and table talk of Cole-
ridge ; ed.w .a prefatory note by W.H.Dircks. Lond.Scott, 1894. 
261p. 16°. (Scott library) ~.An. Wf~J!> IJ 
133 Collier (W.F.) A historyof Englishli terature. Lond. Nelson , 1885. 
550p. 16°. i!:l=.AnJ!> IJ 
134 Collier (W .F.) Selections from Collier's history of English litera-
ture. T okyo, ~aruzen, 1901. 231p. 12° . 
135 Collins (W .) and Dyer (J.) The poems of William Collins and 
John Dyer; ed . by S. Johnson . Lond. Buckland, 1790. 255p. 16° . 
(Works of the English poets) 
137 Collins (W.) Basil. Lpz. Tauchnitz. 1862. 353p. 24°. 
138 Congreve (W.) Works; ed . by A.C.Ewald. Lond . Fisher, 486p . 
16° . (~ermaid series.) 
139 Conrad (J.) The niggar of the "Narcissus" . Lond. Heinemann , 
1898. 259p. 12° . t!J.An. ~~;iitJ!> IJ 
140 Conrad (J . ) The mirror of the sea . Lond. ~ethuen, 1907. 306p. 
12°. 
141 Cook (E. T. ) Studies in Ruskin. Lond . Allen, 1891. 304p. 12°. 
f}'j~Jjl) 
142 Coombe (W.) The tour of Doctor Syntax in search of the pictures-
- 13-
que; w.thirty-one coloured illustra tions by T.Rowlandson. Lond. 
Methuen, 1903. 266p. 16°. (Illustrated pocket library of plain 
& coloured books) 
143 Coombe (W.) The second tour of Doctor Syntax in search of 
consolation ; w. twenty four coloured illustrations by T. Rowland-
son. Lond. Methuen, 1903. 264p. 16° . (Illustrated Pocket 
library of plain & coloured books) 
144 Coombe (W.) The third tour of Doctor Syntax in search of a 
wife; w. twenty- five coloured illustrations by T. Rowlandson. 
Lond. Methuen , 1903. 265p. 16° . (Illustrated pocket library of 
plain & coloured books) 
145 Coombe (W .) The English dance of death. From the designs of 
T. Rowlandson, with metrical illustrations by the author of "Doc-
tor Syntax". Lond. Methuen, 1903. 2v. 16° . ( Illustrated 
pocket library of plain & coloured books) 
146 Coppee (H. ) English literature, considered as an interpreter of 
English history. Phil. Claxton , 1877. 488p. 12° . #J~Gf!> 'J 
147 Corelli (M.) The ma~ter-Christian . Lond. Methuen, 1900. 632p. 
12°. 
148 Cotterill (H. B. ) Ballads old and new . 2Pt. 2. Lond.Macmillan, 
1905. 107p. 16° . (English literature for secondary schools) . 
149 Courthope (W .] . ) A history of English poetry . Lond.Macmi-
llan, 1895-1910. 6v. 8° . {!_}/\;h., ttk-!R<f!> 'J 
150 Cowley (A. ) The poems of A.Cowley; ed.by S. Johnson. Lond. 
Buckland , 1790. 3v. 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
151 Cowley (A . ) Several discourses by way of essays in verse and 
prose. Lond. Methuen, 1904. 191p. 24° . 
152 Cowper (W . ) Poems. Lond. Johnson, 1787. 2v . 12° . 
153 Cowper (W. ) Shorter poems; ed. w. in trod. a. notes by W. T . Webb. 
Lond. Macmillan, 1896. 147p. 16° . tN~<f!> 1J 
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154 Cowper (W .) The task. Book IV.; ed.w.introd. a. notes by T. 
Webb. Lond. Macmillan , 1897. 80p. 16°. 
155 (Homer. ) Cowper (W. ) The Iliad of Homer ; ed.by R.Southey , 
w.notes by M.A.Dwight. N .Y.Putnam, 1850. 617p. 12° . 
156 Cowper (W. ) Selections from Cowper's letters; ed. w .introd.a. notes 
by W. T. Webb. Lond. Macmillan, 1897 . 238p. 16° . :!fA. .:h., 
f)}~,attJ!, f) 
157 Crabbe (G. ) The poetical works of G.Crabbe (selected) ; ed. w. 
prefatory notice, biographical a.critical,by E.LampJough. Lond . 
Scott, 1888 . 255p. 24° . (Canterbury poets) . ft~<l!>f) 
158 Crabbe (G. ) Poems. Lond. Cassell, 1886. 192p. 24° . (Cassell's 
national library) . 
159 Craik (H.ed. ) English prose selections; ed.by H.Craik . Lond . 
Macmillan , 1893- 96. 5v. 12° . 
160 Cross (W. L. ) The development of the English novel. N .Y. 
Macmillan, 1907. 329p. 16° . 
161 Crowne (J . ) The dramatic works of John Crowne. Edinb. Pater-
son, 1873-74 . 4v . 12° . (Dramatists of the Restoration) 
162 Cunningham (J. ) and Green (M.) The poems of John Cunnin-
gham and Mathew Green; ed. by S.Johnson. Lond. Buckland, 
1790. 253p . 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
163 Dalbiac (P.H. ) Dictionary of quotations (English) . Lond. Son-
nenschein , 1896. 510p. 12° . -;TIA..:h.il!.> f) 
164 D' Arblay (Madame. ) Evelina : or the history of a young lady's 
entrance into the world. Par .Barrois, 1808 . 3v. 16° . 
165 D' Avenant (W . ) The dramatic works of Sir William D' Avenant. 
Edinb . Paterson, 1872- 74. 5v. 12° . (Dramatists of the Restora-
tion) 
166 Defoe (D. ) The works of Daniel Defoe; ed.by J.S.Keltie . 
Edinb . Nimmo, 1889. 607p. 8°. ~A. .:h., f17~il!.> f) 
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167 Dekker (T. ) Works; ed .w. introd.a.notes by E.Rhys. Lond. 
Fisher, 473p. 16° . (Mermaid series.) 
168 Dekker (T.) The guls hornbook and the belman of London . 
Lond . Dent, 1904. 291p. 24°. (Temple classics) 
169 (Pope) Dennis (J. ) The age of Pope(1700- 1744) . Lond . Bell, 
1901. 260p. 16°. (Handbooks of English literature) . 1.!};\;h, f;8 
~~I) 
170 De Quincey (T . ) De Quincey's works. Edinb. Blackwood, n.d. 
15v. 12°. (Author's edition) 1862-63. ffifi.h, f;8~~ I) 
171 De Quincey (T. ) Confessions of an English opium-eater; also the 
lives of Shakespeare a.Goethe. Lond . Routledge, 1888. 276p. 
12° . (Morley's universal library) {!1;\;h, tz.~~~ 1J 
172 De Quincey (T. ) Confessions of an English opium-eater; w. in trod. 
a.notes by M.Hunter. Lond. Bell, 1896. 398p. 12°. (Bell's 
English classics) 
173 De Quincey (T.) Revolt of the Tartars, and the English mail 
coach; w. introd.a. notes by C.M.Barrow & M.Hunter. Lond. 
Bell , 1895. 188p. 12° . (Bell's English classics) 
17 4 De Quincey (T. ) Selected essays of De Quincey; w. in trod. by Sir 
G. Douglas. Lond. Scott. 1895. 251p. 16°. (Scott Library) 
175 Dickens (C. ) The posthumous papers of the Pickwick Club. 
Lond. Methuen , 1904. 755p. 16°. (The illustrated pocket library 
of plain & coloured books) 
176 Dickens (C. ) A tale fo two cities. Lond. Scott, 1859. 349p. 12° . 
t!JJ-.n, mrilJt~ '? 
177 Dickens (C.) The life and adventure of Martin Chuzzlewit. 
Lond. Cassell , n.d. 2v. 12° . (Cassell's red library) 
178 Dixon (W.H. ) New Amerika. Vol.l. Lpz. Tauchnitz. 1867. 
292p. 24° . (Vol.2 wanting) 
179 Dixon (J. M.) A comparison between Elizabethan and Victorian 
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poetry. Tokyo, Kokumin-Eigakukwai, 1891. 22p. 12° . 
180 Dixon (J. M. ) Simpler English poems. Tokyo, Hakubunsha, 1890. 
101p. 16° . (Hakubunsha's English text books) \!}.A.:h, t.m@..a_; 9 
182 (Southey. ) Dowden (E.) Southey. Lond. Macmillan, 1888. 
199p. 12°. (English men of letters) ill.A.:h, f.17~<1_; 9 
183 Dowden (E. ) The French revolution and English literature. 
Lond. Kegan Paul, 1897. 285p. 12° . ill.A.:h, W*0t<l; 9 
184 Dryden (J.) Miscellaneous poems ; ed. by S. Johnson. Lond. 
Buckland, 1790. 4v. 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
185 (Virgil. ) Dryden (J. ) The works of Virgil ; trans. by Dryden. 
Land. Buckland, 1790. 3v. 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
186 Dryden (J.) Defence of an essay of dramatic poesy ; w. in trod. 
by A.Mawer. Lond. Univ.Tutorial Press. n.d. 27p. 16°. 
(Limited edition.) 
187 Dryden (J. ) The satires of Dryden ; ed. w. memoir, in trod. a. notes 
by J. C. Collins. Lond. Macmillan, 1893. 137p. 16° . 
188 Dunlop (J .C. ) History of prose fiction ; rev. w. notes, etc. by H. 
Wilson. Lond. Bell, 1888. 2v. 16° . (Bohn's standard library) 
189 (Shakespeare. ) Dyer (T.F.T.) Folk lore of Shakespeare. Lond. 
Griffith, 1883. 526p. 8°. 
190 Egan (d. ) Life in London. Lond.Methuen, 1904. 297p. 16°. 
(Illustrated poeket library of plain & coloured books) 
191 Egan (P.) Real life in London. 1905. 2v. 16° . (Illustrated pocket 
library of plain & coloured books) 
193 Eliot (G.) Silas Marnr; w. introd. by S.J.Reid. Lond. Ca-
ssell, 1904. 192p. 24°. (Cassell's national library) fN~<i; 9 
195 Eliot (G. ) Romola. N. Y. Munro, 1883. 393p. 16° . (Seaside 
library) 
196 Eliot (G. ) Daniel Deronda. Edinb. Blackwood, n.d. 612p. 12° . 
(Popular edition.) 
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197 Eliot (G. ) Felix Holt, the radical. Edi n b. Blackwood, 1901. 712p. 
16° . (Warwick edi tion . ) 
198 Eliot (G. ) Scenes of clerical life. Edinb. Blackwood, n.d. 330p. 
12° . 
200 Eliot (G . ) Middlemarch : a study of provincial life . Berl. Asher. 
1872. 2v. 16°. 
201 Ellis (G . ) Specimens of early English metrical romances . Lond. 
Longman, 1811. 3v. 12° . 
202 Ellis (F. S . ) History of Reynard the Fox ; tr. fr .old English by F. 
S . Ellis . Lond. Nutt, 1897 . 289p. 12° . 
203 Emerson (R.W. ) Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson . Lond . Rou-
tledge, 1894. 634p. 12° . 
204 Emerson (R.W. ) Representative men . Lond . Routledge, n.d . 
182p. 16° . ;!}.An. fJi~~ fJ 
205 Emerson (R.W . ) English traits . Lond. Routledge, n.d. 176p. 
16° . ,!}.A;h. fjj*,\jl ~ f) 
206 Evelyn (J. ) The diary of John Evelyn. 
(Cassell's national library) 224p. 24° . 
Lond. Cassell , 1905. 
207 (Shakespeare. ) E. W .S. Shakespeare- Bacon: an essay . Lond . 
Sonnenschein, 1899. 150p. 12° . 
208 Farquhar (G. ) Works; ed . w . introd. a . notes by W . Archer . 
Lond. Unwin, 455p . 16° . (Mermaid series. ) 
209 Feltham ( 0. ) Resolves : divine , moral and political Lond. Dent, 
1904. 416p. 24° . (Temple classics) 
210 Fielding (H. ) The history of the adventures of Joseph Andrews, 
a nd his friend Mr. Abraham Ada ms . Lond. Bell, 1882 . 349p. 
16° . (Bohn's novelists' library) ,!} A*'-· ft~;!jl<!z> f) 
211 Fielding (H . ) Amelia . Lond. Bell , 1884. 594p. 16° . (Bohn's 
novelists' library) 
212 Fielding (H. ) The history of Tom Jones , a foundling. Lond. Bell, 
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1884. 2v . 16°. (Bohn's novelists' library) 
213 Fitzgerald(£. ) Rubaiya t of Omar Khayyam. Rendered into English 
verese by E. Fitzgerald. Lond. Lane, 1901. 68p. 24° . (Flowers 
of Parnassus) 
214 Fitzgerald (E. ) Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam and the Salam an and 
Absal of Jami. Rendered into English verse by E. Fizgerald . 
N .Y. Crowell, n .d. 288p . 16° . ( Astor Edition) . 
215 Ford (] . ) Works;ed. w. introd. a .notes by H.Ellis . Lond. Unwin , 
n.d. 47lp . 16° . (Mermaid series) 
216 (Dickens. ) Forster(].) The life of Charles Dickens . Lpz .Tauch-
nitz, 1872-74 . 6v. 24° . 
217 Galsworthy (] . ) The patrician. Lond . Heinemann, 1911. 339p. 
16° . (Colonial library) 
218 (Dryden. ) Garnett (R. ) The age of Dryden . Lond. Bell , 1901. 
292p. 16° . (Handbooks of English li terature) 
219 Garth (Sir S . ) and Rowe. The poems of Sir S . Garth a nd N. 
Rowe ; ed . by S. Johnson. 
(Works of the English poets) 
Lond. Buckland, 1790 . 240p. 16°. 
220 Gaskell (Mrs . ) Cranford; w.a preface by A.T .Ritchie . Lond. 
Macmillan , 1902 . 297p. 16° . 
221 (Bronte) Gaskell (Mrs . ) The life of Charlotte Bronte . Lond. 
Routledge, n.d . 510p. 240 • (New universal library) 
222 (T ennyson. ) Gatty (A. ) A key to Lord Tennyson's "In memo-
riam". Lond . Bell , 1900. 148p. 16° . 
223 Gay (J . ) Fables. Lond. Jonson, 1733 . 194p. 12° . 
224 Gay(] .) The poems of John Gay; ed .by S .Johnson. Lond. Bu-
ckland, 1790 . 2v. 16° . (Works of the English poets) . 
225 Gayley (C.M.) The classic myths in English literature . Bost. 
Ginn, 1903. 540p . 12°. ~1.Ah<l!:>IJ 
226 Gayley (C.M. ) and Young (C.C.) English poetry,its principles 
and progress . N .Y. Macmillan, 1906. 595p. 12° . 
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227 Gems of English prose. Tokyo, Maruya, 1897. 161p. 12° . 
228 Geoffrey of Monmouth: tr.by S.Evans. Lond. Dent, 1904. 369p. 
24°. (Temple classics) 
229 Gissing (G. ) The unclassed. Lond. Laurence, 1895. 312p. 12° . 
230 Gissing (G. ) The town traveller. Lond. Methuen, n .d. 128p. 
8°. (Novelist) . )l}J,.;/1_, ~~<V 'J 
231 Gissing (G.) New Grub Street. Lond. Smith , 1904. 469p. 16°. 
~A.n<V'J 
232 Gissing (G.) Veranilda. Lond. Constable, 1904. 348p. 12°. :;:!}},. 
.n, w~~ 'J 
233 Goldsmith (0. ) The works of Oliver Goldsmith . Edinb. Nimmo, 
1898. 468p. 8° . 
234 Goldsmith (0. ) The vicar of Wakefield. Edinb. Nimmo, 1874. 
zo8p. 16° . :;:u:A.tt, w~~ 'J 
235 Goldsmith (0. ) Le vicaire de Wakefield. Par. Garnier, n. d. 
399p. 12o. m~~ 'J 
236 Goldsmith (0. ) She s toops to conquer ,and the good- na tured man . 
Lond. Cassell, 1886. 19lp. 24° . (Cassell's national library) 
{!}An, ~·t~ <V 'J 
237 Goldsmith ( 0 .) The traveller and the deserted village ; ed . w . 
introd.a.notes by A.Barrett. Lond.Macmillan, 1888. 126p. 16° . 
238 Goldsmith ( 0. ) and Whitehead (P . ) The poems of Oliver Golds-
mith and Paul Whitehead; ed.by S .Johnson. Lond. Buckland, 
1790 . 196p. 16° , (Works of the English poets) 
239 Gosse (E. ) A history of eighteenth century literature (1660-1780) . 
Lond. Macmillan , 1896. 415p. 12° . (History of English Century 
literature) l!}J,.;/1_, fti~<V 'J 
240 Gosse (E .) A short history of modern English l iterature . Lond. 
Heinemann, 1898. 416p . 12° . (Short histories of the literature 
of the world) t!}A..h, f%'K>lil<V 'J 
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241 Gosse (E. ) The Jacobean poets. Lond. Murry, 1899. 226p. 12° . 
(University extension manuals) !}.A;h, Wttil<lb I) 
242 Gosse (E.) Erom Shakespeare to Pope. Camb. U ni v. Press, 1885. 
298p. 12° . :;:!J/\;h, f)jt,;if.J; I) 
243 Gosse (E.) French profiles. Lond. Heinemann , 1905. 372p. 12°. 
)_1}/\;h, 1:J7*Jil<lb I) 
244 Gosse ( E. ) and Garnett (R. ) English liteature; an illustrated 
record. Lond.Heinemann, 1903. 4v. 4° . 
245 Gower (J. ) Confessio Amantis ; ed.by H.Morley. Lond.Routledge, 
1889. 446p. 12° . (Carisbrooke library) 
246 Grahame (K.) Dream days . N.Y. Lane, 1899. 275p. 16° . 
247 Granville (G.) The poems of Granville, Lord Lansdowne; ed. by 
S .Johnson. Lond. Buckland , 1790 . 256p. 16° . (Works of the 
English poets) 
248 Gray (T. ) Select poems of Thomas Gray ; ed. w. notes by W. 
Rolfe . N.Y. Harper, 1889. 143p. 16° . (English classics) i!JA 
n, Wttil<lb'? 
249 Gray (W. ) A historical sketch of the ongm of English prose 
literature, and its progress till the reign of James I. Oxf.Tal-
boys, 1835. 103p. 8° . 
250 (Pater. ) Greenslet (F .) Walter Pater. Lond. Heinemann , 1905. 
163p. 16° . (Contemporary men of letters series) =!}.A;h, fti*~<lt> 
I) 
251 Gummere (F .B .) Old English ballads; selected a.ed.by F .B.Gu-
mmere. Bost. Ginn , 1903. 380p. 12° . (Athenaeum press series. ) 
252 Gwynn (S.) The masters of English literature . Lond . Macmillan, 
1904. 424p. 16° . 
253 Hales (J.W . ) Longer English poems; ed. w . introd.a .notes by J. 
W . Hales. Lond.Macmillan , 1897. 427p. 16° . 
254 Halliwell-Phillipps (J. 0. ) Outlines of the life of Shakespeare . 
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Lond. Longmans, 1884. 480p . 4° . 
255 Hamerton (P.G.) Human intercourse. Land. Macmillan, 1895. 
39lp. 12° . (Macmillan colonial series . ) 
256 Hamilton (W. ) The poets laureate of England. Land. Stock, 
1879 . 308p. 12o. :' t .An, m~ 4!> IJ 
257 Harte (B.) Prose a nd poetry. Vol. 1. 
310p. 16° . (Vol.2. wanting) 
Lpz. T auchnitz, 1872 . 
258 Hartland (E . S . ) English fairy and other folk tales ; selected a. 
ed .by E .S .Hartland. Lond.Scott, n.d. 282p. 16° . (Scott Li-
brary) 
259 Hawkesworth CJ.) The adventurer. Land. Sharpe, 1805-07. 4v. 
12°. 
260 Hawthorne (N. ) The house of the seven gables . Lond.Bell, 1888. 
255p . 16° . (Bohn' s cheap series of standard works). ;!J:Ah, fjj 
k~ib IJ 
261 Hazlitt (W .) Lectures on the English poets. Land. Taylor, 1819. 
331p. 8° . 
262 Hazlitt (W .) The spirit of the age : or, contemporary portraits. 
Land. Colburn, 1825. 424p. 8° . 
263 Hazlitt (W . ) Essays of William Hazli tt; selected a . ed . by F. Carr. 
Lond.Scott, n.d. 322p. 16° . (Scott library) ·;!_},A;h, ffl*,:ilib 1J 
264 Hazlitt (W .C. ) Hand- book to the popular, poetical , and dramatic 
literature of Great Britain, from the invention of printing to the 
restoration. Lond. Smith , 1867. 701p. 8° . 
265 Helps (A. ) Essays written in the intervals of business; ed . w. 
introd.a.notes by F.J.Rowe & W.T.Webb. Land. Macmillan, 
1890 . 132p. 16° .• ~J.A;h, 1:)7~;5 IJ 
266 (Meredith.) Henderson (M. S .) George Meredith: novelist,poet, 
reformer. Land . Methuen, 1907. 324p. 12° . ~ An, 1~~<5 I) 
267 (Wordsworth. ) Herford (C .H. ) The age of Wordsworth. Land. 
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Bell, 1g99. 315p. 16° . (Handbooks of English litera ture) 
26g Herrick (R. ) The poetical works of Robert Her rick; ed.by G. 
Saintsbury. Lond . Bell , 1g93 . 2v. 16° . ( Aldine ed. ) tUJit<b'J 
269 Hewlett (M . ) The queen's quair. Lond. Macmillan, 1904. 509p. 
12° . (Macmillan Colonial library) . 
270 Heywood (T. ) Works; ed. by A .W.Verity , w . introd. by ].A . 
Symonds. Land. Unwin ,n.d . 427p. 16° . (Mermaid series) 
271 Holmes (0. W . ) The autocrat of the breakfast-table. Lond .Scott , 
n .d. 271p.16° . (Scottlibrary) 
272 Holmes (O.W .) The poet at the breakfast-table . Land. Scott, n.d. 
320p. 16° . (Scott library) 
273 Holmes (0. W. ) The professor at the breakfast-table . Lond . 
Scott, n .d . 2ggp. 16° . (Scott li brary) 
274 Holmes (0 . W. ) The professor a t the breakfast-table (selection) . 
Land . Routledge, 1gg5. 15gp. 24° . (Routledge's world library) 
.~Att. fJ'i~Jit<b 'J 
275 Holmes (O.W.) My hunt after the captain and other papers .N.Y . 
Houghton, 1gg9, 93p. 16°. (Riverside literature series) 
276 Hood (T. ) Humorous poems. Land. Macmillan , 1g93. 236p. 16° . 
fJJ~~<b 'J 
277 Hood (T . ) Lyrics from Thomas Hood. Portland , Mosher, 1907. 
42p . 24° . (The Bibelot) . fJJ~il!:> 'J 
27g Hooker (R. ) The ecclesiastical poli ty and otherworks of Richard 
Hooker ; w . his life by I. Walton ; ed . w . in trod . , a li fe of Tho-
mas Cartwright a . numerous notes by B .Handury . Land. Holds-
wor th, 1g30. 3v. go . ;!} A ;h, ffl~ ;b 'J 
279 Hope (A.) T he prisoner of Zenda . Bristol , Arrowsmith, 1902. 
12gp. go . (S ixpense edit ion) 
2go Howell (J .) Familiar letters : or ,epistolae Ho-Eiianae . Land . Dent, 
1903. 3v . 24° . (T emple classics) 
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281 Hughes (E .P .) English literature for Japanese students. Tokyo, 
Maruya, 1902. 217p. 12° . \!J.A.tL<b ~ 
282 Hughes (]. ) The poems of John Hughes ; ed. by S .Johnson. 
Lond. Backland, 1790. 318p. 16° . (Works of the English poets). 
283 (Shakespeare. ) Hugo (V. ) William Shakespeare; tr .by M. B. 
Anderson. Lond. Routledge, n.d. 352p. 24°. (New universal 
library) )!l:.A.tt, f)H~<b ~ 
284 Hunt (L. ) Essays by Leigh Hunt; w .introd.a.notes by A. Symons . 
Lond.Scott, 1888 . 314p. 16° . (Camelot series) :~.!J.A.tt, ~·~~il<b ~ 
285 (Marlowe.) Ingram (].H. ) Christopher Marlowe and his asso-
ciates. Lond. Richards, 1904. 305p. 8°. :;!r,.A.tL, #J~<b ~ 
286 Irving (W . ) T ales from Washington Irving . Tokyo. Maruya, 
1895. 207p. 12° . WfJlt<b 1J 
287 James (H. ) The golden bowl. Lond. Methuen, 1905. 548p. 12° . 
(Methuen's colonial library) :!.i-.A.tL. Wk~lb IJ 
288 James (H. ) 
344p. 16° . 
French poets and novelists. Lond. Macmillan, 1908. 
(Eversley series) 
289 James (H. ) Partical portraits. Lond. Macmillan, 1905. 408p. 16° . 
290 (Shakespeare. ) Jameson (Mrs . ) Characteristics of women,moral , 
poetical, and historical. Shakespeare's heroines. Lond. Bell, 1893. 
391p. 16°. (Bohn's standary library) Wk~lb 1J 
291 Jerrold (D . ) The essay of Douglas Jerrold ; ed. by W. Jerrold. 
Lond. Dent, 1903. 263p. 12°. 
292 Jerome (J.K. ) Three men in a boat. Bristol , Arrowsmith , 1889. 
315p. 12° . :;!}.A.tt, W~<b ~ 
293 Jerome CJ.K. ) The idle thoughts of an idle fellow. Lond. Leaden-
hall, 1899. 172p. 12° . 
294 Jerom·e (J.K. ) The second thoughts of an idle fellow. Lond . 
Hurst, 1901. 360p. 12°. 
295 Jerome (J.rc.) Three men on the bummel. Lpz. Tauchnitz, 
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296 Johnson (S.) The works of Samuel Johnson ; w. in trod. essay 
by A.Murphy. Edinb. Nimmo,n.d. 608p. 8°. {!}.An, f77~1Ub 1J 
297 Johnson (S .) The lives of the most eminent English poets ; w. 
critical observation on their works. Lond.Buckland, 1790. 6v. 
16°. (Works of the English poets) 
298 Johnson (S . ) Lives of the English poets: Prior, Congreve, Black-
more,Pope. Lond. Cassell, 1889. 192p. 24°. (Cassell's national 
library) 
299 (Milton. ) Johnson (S.) Life of Milton ; ed.w. introd. a. notes by 
K.Deighton. Lond. Macmillan , 1892. 139p. 16°. ill.An, ~~as 
IJ 
300 Johnson (S . ) The rambler. Lond. Longman, 1794. 3v. 8°. 
301 Johnson (S.) The poems of Samuel Johnson and William White-
head ; ed. by S . Johnson. Lond. Buckland, 1790. 356p. 16°. 
(Works of the English poets) 
302 Johnson (S .) General index to the English poets. Lond. Buck-
land, 1790. 2v. 16°. (Works of the English poets) 
303 Jones (H . A. ) The crusaders . N .Y . Macmillan, 1893. 115p. 16° . 
~.An. t77k0tas IJ 
304 Jones (H.A. ) The manoeuvres of Jane. Lond . Macmillan, 1904 . 
124p. 16° . :!f.An. -m*.!ilasiJ 
305 Jones (J.A. ) The liars. Lond.Macmillan , 1904. 122p. 16° . :;!}.A 
n. -mk;lilas IJ 
306 Jonson (B . ) The works of Ben Jonson; ed. by F. Cunningham. 
Lond. Chatto, n.d. 3v. 12° . 
307 Junius. The letters of Junius . Woodfalls' ed. Lond .Routledge, 
1875. 524p. 16° . (Routledge's standard library) 
308 Jusserand (J .J . ) A literary history of the English people . Lond . 
Unwin, 1906-07. 2v . 8° . 
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309 Keats (J.) The poetical works of John Keats; ed. w .a memoir by 
Lord Houghton. Lond. Bell , 1899. 493p. 16°. ( Aldine edition) 
~!JA.ns ~ 
310 Keats (J . ) The poetical works of John Keats ; w .. in trod. sketch 
by J .Hogben. Lond. Scott, n. d. 310p. 24° . (The Canterbury 
Poets) . 
311 Keats (J.) Endymion, and other poems . Lond. Cassell , 1887 . 
192p. 24° . (Cassell's nat ional library) f.M~li.l!> I) 
312 Keats (J . ) The seven golden odes of John Keats . Portla nd , 
Mosher , 1907. 32p. 24°. (Bibelot) 
313 King (W.) ThepoemsofW.King,T.SpratandtheEarl of Halifax ; 
ed.by S .Johnson . Lond . Buckland , 1790. 310p. 16° . (Works of 
the English poets) 
314 Kingsley (C. ) Westward ho! Lond. Macmillan , 1879. 519p. 12° . 
315 Kingsley (C. ) Yeast. Lond. Macmillan , 1897. 272p. 12°. fm~ 
<1!>~ 
316 Kingsley (C . ) Alton Locke . Lond. Macmillan, 1900. 307p. 
12o. .nA..ns '? 
317 Kipling ( R. ) Soldiers three . Lond. Macmillan, 1899 . 353p. 12° . 
318 Kipling (R. ) Plain tales from the hills . Lond. Macmillan , 1900. 
336p . 12° . :,1_;-A..n, ft~g<b ~ 
319 Kipling CR. ) Kim . Lond. Macmillan , 1901. 413p. 12° . ;;-t;.A..n. 
f)H~il!> '? 
320 Kipling (R. ) The jungle book. Lond. Macmillan, 1900 . 276p . 
12° . 
321 Kipling ( R. ) The second jungle book . Lond. Macmilla n , 1899. 
299p. 12° . 1:!}/\. .tt, ft*Jili.l!> ~ 
322 Kipling (R) The day's work . Lond. Macmillan, 1898. 381p. 12° . 
(Macmillan's Colonial library) ;:!}A. .h. ft~il!> I) 
323 Kipling (R . ) Just so stories . Lond . Macmillan, 1902. 247p . 8° . 
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324 Kipling (R. ) Departmental ditties and other verses. Lond . Newnes, 
1900 . 126p. S0 • (Sixpenny series) 
325 (Shakespeare . ) Knight (C .) William Shakespeare, a biography. 
Lond . Routledge, 1S67. 553p . S0 • (Pictorial edition) 
326 Knowlson (T .S.) How to study English literature . Lond. Richards, 
1901. 156p. 12°. ("How to" series) ill A. .:h. f;f,iK~~ 1J 
327 (Yeats. ) Krans (H.S.) William Butler Yeats; and the Irish literary 
revival. Lond. Heinemann, 1905. 196p. 16° . (Contemporary 
men of letters series) 
32S Kyd (T .) The Spanish tragedy; ed.by J.Schick. 
1S9S. 146p. 24° . (T emple dramatists) 
Lond.Dent, 
329 Lacy (J. ) The dramatic works of John Lacy , comedian. Edinb. 
Paterson, 1S75. 39Sp. 12°. (Dramatists of the restoration) 
330 Lamb (C .& M. ) Tales from Shakespeare. Lond. Dent , 1S94. 4v. 
16°. :;!}A_;h, -m~:)R~IJ 
331 Lamb (C.) Essays of Elia and other pieces. 
1SS6. 2SSp. 16° . ( Morley's universal library) 
Lond. Routledge, 
illA..:h. f%~~ 1) 
332 Lamb (C. ) Essays of Elia ; ed . w .in trod .a .notes by N .L.Hallward 
a.S .C.Hill. Lond. Macmillan , 1S96. 370p. 16°. 
333 Lamb (C.) Specimens of English dramatic poets who lived about 
the t ime of Shakespeare. Lond. Bell , 1S97. 552p. 16° . (Bohn' s 
standard library) 
334 Landor (W . S . ) Imaginary conversations w. in trod. note by H. 
Ell is. Lond . Scott, n. d. 34Sp. 16°. (Camelot series) 'WKi 
~I) 
335 Landor (W. S.) Selections from the shorter poems and epigrams 
of W .S .Landor. Portland, Mosher, 1907. 31p. 24° . (Bibelot) 
336 Lang ( A. ) The book of dreams and ghosts. Lond. Longmans, 
1S99 . 30lp . 12° . 
337 Langland (W. ) The vision of piers the plowman ; tr. into modern 
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English by W .W .Skeat. Lond.Moring, 1905. 151p. 24°. (King's 
classics) 
338 Langland (W .) Piers plowman, prologue and passus I- VII. Text 
B.; ed .by J .F.Davis . Lond. Clive, n.d . 183p. 16° . (Universal 
tutorial series) 
339 (Shakespeare . ) Lee (S .) A life of William Shakespeare. Lond. 
Smith, 1899. 385p. 8°. ( Illustrated library edition) 
340 Lemon (M.) Loved at last. Lpz. Tauchnitz, 1865. 2v. 24°. 
341 Lever (C .) The knight of Gwynne. Lpz . Tauchnitz, 1847. 2v. 
16° . (Vol.3 wanting) 
342 The literary guillotine. 
~;lll<b IJ 
N .Y. Lane, 1903. 262p. 16° . :;:t}.A.;fc, {~ 
343 Lloyd (R. ) The poems of Robert Lloyd; ed.by S.Johnson. Lond. 
Buckland, 1790. 424p. 16°. (Works of the English poets) 
344 Longfellow (H. W. ) Popular poems. Lond. Routledge, 1886. 
160p. 24°. (Routledge's world library) tm&<b IJ 
345 Longfellow (H. W .) 
1886. 224p. 24° . 
The song of Hiawatha. Lond. Routledge, 
(Routledge's pocket library) 
346 Longfellow (H. W .) Hyperion. Lond.Routledge, 1887. 320p. 24°. 
(Routledge's pocket library) 
347 (Dante.) Longfellow (H .W .) The divine comedy of Dante Ali-
ghieri; trans.by H.W.Longfellow. Lond.Routledge, 1895. 760p. 
12°. 
348 Lover (S.) Handy Andy. Lond. Routledge, n.d. 186p. 8°. (cax-
ton novels) W*a<b IJ 
349 Lowell (J.R. ) My study windows; w .introd.by R .Garnett. 
Lond. Scott, n.d. 378p. 16°. (Camelot series) 
350 (Tennyson.) Lyall (S ir A .) Tennyson. Lond. Macmillan, 1902. 
200p. 12° . (English men of letters) :~~r-.A.n, W~&<b 1J 
351 Lytton (B.Lord.) Rienzi. Lond. Cassell, n.d. 382p. 12° . (Ca-
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ssell's red library) :;!} .An~ I) 
352 Lytton (B .Lord.) Night and morning. Lond. Routledge, n.d. 
15Sp. so. (Routledge's sixpence library) i'JAn~ I) 
353 Lytton (B. Lord.) Eugene Aram. Lond . Routledge, 160p. S0 • 
(Routledge's sixpence library) 
354 Lytton (B. Lord. ) Paul Clifford. Lond. Routledge, n.d. 160p. 
8°. Routledge's sixpence library) 
355 Macaulay (Lord. ) The history of England; ed.by Lady Treve-
lyan . 5v . N.Y. American News Co. 12°. (People's edition) ):!} 
.An, ~~~'? 
356 Macaulay (Lord. ) Warren Hastings; ed.w.notes a .appendices by 
K .Deighton. Lond . Macmillan, 1893. 235p. 16° . 
357 Macaulay (Lord .) Lord Clive; ed.w .introd.a.notes by K. Deigh-
ton. Lond. Macmillan , 1S97. 146p. 16°. 
358 Macaulay (Lord .) The life and writings of Addison ; ed. w.notes 
a.appendix by R.F .Winch . Lond. Macmillan, 1898. 2llp. 16°. 
359 Macaulay (Lord. ) Samuel Johnson . Lond. Longmans, 1883. 65p. 
16°. :;:!}.An. 19JK~lt~ 1J 
360 Macaulay (Lord. ) Milton; ed.to illustrate the laws of rhetoric a. 
composition, by A.Mackie. Lond.Longmans, 1888. 179p. 16°. 
361 Mackay (C.) A thousand and one gems of English poetry ; selected 
a. arranged by C. Mackay. Lond. Routledge, 1894. 602p 12° . :;!} 
.An. ~K~~IJ 
362 Mackenzie (H.) The miscellaneous works of Henry Mackenzie, 
Esq. Leith, Allardice, 1815. 3v. 24° . 
363 Mackenzie (H.) The man of feeling. Lond. Cassell , 1S86. 191p. 
24° . (Cassell's national library) 
364 Mackie (A. ) Nature knowledge m modern poetry . Lond. Long-
mans, 1906. 132p. 12°. 
365 Mcwillim (R.) Longman's handbook of English literature. Lond. 
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Longmans, 1888--89. 3v. 12°. 
366 Mallet (D. ) The poems of David Mallet a nd Akenside; ed. by S. 
Jhnson . Lond. Buckland, 1790. 387p. 16°. (Works of the English 
poets) 
367 Malory (Sir T .) Le Marte D' Arthur: Sir Thomas Malory's book 
of King Arthur and of his noble knight of the round table . 
Land. Macmillan, 1900 . 2v. 8°. (Library of English classics) 
~lA.:h. {jjX~i:!!:> IJ 
368 Malory (Sir T. ) The book of marvellous adventures, and other 
books of the Marte D' Arthur. (Marte D' Arthur: the last twelve 
books) ; ed . by E. Rhys. Lond. Scott, n. d. 384p. 16° . (Scott 
library) . 
369 Malory (S ir T . ) Selections from Malory' s Le Marte D' Arthur; ed. 
w .in trod. , notes, a .glossary by A. T .Martin. Land .Macmillan , 
1896 . 254p . 16°. 
370 Marlowe (C .) The works of Christopher Marlowe; ed.w .introd. a . 
notes by F. Cunningham. Lond.Chatto & Windus, 1896. 376p. 
12° . (Old dramatists) . 
371 Marlowe (C .) Works; ed. by H.Ellis, w. introd. by]. A. Symo-
nds. Lond. Unwin, n .d. 430p . 16°. (Mermaid series) 
372 Marmion (S . ) The dramatic works of Shackerley Marmion. Ed-
inb. Paterson, 1875 . 295p. 12° . (Dramatists of the restoration) 
373 (Wilde,O .) Mason (S . ) Oscar Wilde: a study from the French 
of Andre Gide; w.introd. , notes a .bibliography by S. Mason. 
Oxf. Holywell , 1905. llOp. 12°. tU~ i:!!:> I) 
374 Massinger (P . ) The plays of Philip Massinger; ed . by F .Cunning-
ham. Land. Chatto & Windus, 1897. 644p. 12° . (Old drama-
tists) . 
375 Masson (D. ) Bri t ish novelists and their styles . Camb . Macmillan, 
1859 . 308p . 12°. tt~i:!!:> 1J 
376 (Milton) Masterman (] .H.B . ) The age of Milton w . in trod., 
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etc .by J .B .Mullinger. Lond. Bell , 1901. 254p. 16°. (Ha ndbooks 
of English li terature) 
377 Melville ( L. ) Victorian novelists. Lond. Constable , 1906. 321p. 
so. 
378 Meredith (G . ) The works of George Meredith. Lond. Constable, 
1902. 12v . 16° . ·;:n:J...;h, ffl~~ 1J 
379 Meredith (G. ) An essay on comedy , and the uses of the comic 
380 
spirit. Lond. Constable, 1898. 105p. 12° . 
Meredith (G . ) 
1902. 455p. 
;h, f:W~~IJ 
T he ordeal of Richard Feverel. Lond. Constable, 
16° . (Constable's Indian and colonial library) . :;:!}/\ 
381 Meredith (G. ) New popular uniform edition of the works of George 
Meredith . Lond. Constable, 1897- 1898 . 4v . 12° . :;:t}/\;/1_, ftK:Jil~ 1J 
382 Milton (J. ) The poetical works of John Milton, ed. by J. Montgo-
mery . Lond . Bell , 1887-90. 2v. 16° . (Bohn' s standard library) 
~J...n, 1;tr:Jil~ IJ 
383 Milton (J. ) Paradise lost and paradise regained; ed.by S.Johnson. 
Lond . Buckla nd, 1790 . 2v. 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
384 Milton(]. ) Paradise lost; ed.w.introd .a .notes by M .Macmillan. 
Lond. Macmillan, 1896- 1897. 3v. 16° . 
385 Milton (J. ) Smaller poems; ed . by S .Johnson. Lond. Buckland, 
1790. 324p. 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
386 Milton (J. ) Comus ; ed . w . in trod . a . notes by W . Bell. Lond . Mac-
millan , 1896. 117p. 16° . 
387 Milton (J.) L' Allegro , II Penseroso, etc . ; ed . w. in t rod. a . notes by 
W .Bell. Lond. Macmillan, 1894 . 183p. 16° . 
388 Milton (J.) Samson Agonistes ; ed. w. introd. a. notes by H. M. 
Percival. Lond. Macmillan, 1896. 202p. 16° . 
389 Milton (J . ) The prose works of John Mil ton ; w. in trod. review 
by R.Fletcher. Lond. Westley, 1833. 978p. 4° . 
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390 Milton (J.) ProseofMilton; selecteda .ed.w. introd. byR .Garnett. 
Lond. Scott , n.d. 256p. 16° . (Scott library) 
391 Milton (J. ) Tractate of education ; ed. w. in trod . a . notes by 
E.E.Morris. Lond. Macmillan· 1895. 50p. 16° . 
392 Milton (W . ) Characteristics of English poets, from Chaucer to 
Shirley. Edinb . Blackwood, 1885. 382p. 12° . 
393 Milton (W . ) A manual of English prose literature. Bost. Ginn, 
1901. 552p. 120. 
394 Moore (E . ) and Cawthorne. (Mr . ) The poems of Edward Moore 
and Cawthorne; ed.by S.Johnson. Lond . Buckland, 1790. 321p. 
16° . (Works of the English poets) 
395 Moore (T. ) Lalla Rookh. 
~}d'L, it~~ t) 
Lond . Longman, 1842. 396p. 8°. 
396 Mooreman (F. W.) The interpretation of nature in English poetry 
from Beowulf to Shakespeare. Strassb. Tri.ibner , 1905. 244p. 
8°. (Quellen und Forschungen zur Sprach und Kulturgeschichte 
der Germanischen Volker) 
397 More (Sir T. ) The "Utopia" and the history of Edward V, with 
Roper's life; ed.by M.Adams. Lond. Scott, n.d. 268p. 16°. 
(Scott library) 
398 Morell (J.M.D.) A biographical history of English literature. 
Lond. Simpkin, 519p. 12°. (Dr .Morell's English series) 
399 Morley (H. ) Character writings of the XV lith century ; ed . by H . 
Morley. Lond. Routledge, 1891. 445p. 12°. (Carisbrooke library) 
400 (Burke. ) Morley (J.) Bur ke . Lond. Macmillan, 1889. 216p . 12° . 
(English men of letters) i!} .A ;h., it~~ t) 
401 Morris (W .) The earthly paradise. Lond. Longmans, 1900. 445p. 
12° . 
402 (Shakespeare .) Moulton (R.G. ) The moral system of Shakespeare . 
N.Y. Macmillan, 1903. 381p. 12° . 
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403 Mulock (D.M.) Studies from life . Tokyo, Sanseido, 1904. 134p. 
12o i~H0t~ 1J 
404 (Wordsworth. ) Myers (F .W .H.) Wordsworth. Lond. Macmillan, 
1885. 184p. 12° . (English men of letters) ~j'&~ f) 
405 Oliphant (] .) Victorian novelists. Lond . Blackie, 1899. 251p. 12°. 
t!r-A.n, ~j'&~ IJ 
406 Oliphant (Mrs.) The literary history of England ( 1790- 1825). 
Lond. Macmillan, 1886. 3v. 12°. (Macmillan's colonial library) 
tJHJlt~fJ 
407 (Browning . ) Orr (Mrs.S.) A handbook to the works of Robert 
Browning. Lond. Bell, 1899. 420p. 16°. 
408 Ossian. The poems of Ossian; tr. by J. Macpherson. Lond . Strahan, 
1773. 2v. 8°. )!}A.tL, ~K;)jl~ f) 
409 Otway (T . ) Works; ed.w. introd.a.notes bY R.Noel. Lond . 
Unwin, n.d. 392p. 16°. (Mermaid series) 
410 Palgrave (F .T .) The golden treasury of the best songs and lyrical 
poems in the English languages; selected a.arra nged w .notes by 
F. T. Palgrave. Lond. Macmillan, 1883 . 332p. 24 ° . (Golden 
treasury series) 
411 Pal grave (F . T.) The golden treasury of the best songs and lyrical 
poems in the English language; selected a.arranged w .notes by 
F.T.Palgrave. Lond. Macmillan , 1888. 346p.24° (Golden treasury 
series) 
412 Parnell (T.) The poems of Dr. Thomas Parnell; ed. by S .Johnson. 
Lond. Buckland, 1790. 318p. 16°. (Works of the English poets) 
413 Pater (W .) The renaissance. Lond. Macmillan, 1901. 239p. 12°. 
414 Pater (W.) Appreciations, with an essay on style. Lond. Mac-
millan, 1901. 261p. 12°. '.!!=An, J;i7K@.~ fJ 
415 (Arnold. ) Paul (H. W. ) Mathew Arnold. Lond. Macmillan , 1902. 
188p. 12° . (English mem of letters. ) . 
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416 Peacock (T. L.) The novels of Thomas Love Peacock. Lond. New-
nes, 1903. 958p. 16°, 
417 Peacock (T.L.) Crotchet castle. Loud. Cassell, 1887. 192p. 24°. 
(Cassell's national library) f9H01.~ I) 
418 Pepys (S. ) Diary and correspondence of Samuel Pepys, F. R. S.; 
w.a life a.notes by R.Lord Braybrooke. Lond. Sonnenschein, 
1890. 4v. 8°. (Libary of standard authors) 
419 Pepys (S.) The diary of Samuel Pepys (1663- 64) Lond. Cassell, 
1887. 192p. 24°. (Cassell's national library) 
420 Percy (T . ) Reliques of ancient English poetry ; ed . by J. V. Pri-
chard. Lond. Bell, 1886-92. 2v. 16°. (Bohn's standard library) 
421 Percy (R.) &. (S.) The Percy anecdotes. Lond. Warne, n.d. 
495p. 12°. (Chandos classics) 
422 Phelps (W .L.) The beginnings of the English romantic movement. 
Bost. Ginn, 1902. 192p. 12° . :;:tJ}d'L, fi¥~~ I) 
423 Philips (A.) and West (Gilbert. ) The poems of Ambrose Philips 
and Gilbert West; ed.by S.Johnson. Lond . Buckland, 1790. 326p. 
16°. (Works of the English poets) 
424 Pinero(A.W.) The benefi t of the doubt. Lond . Heinemann, 1896. 
292p. 16°. :;:t}_A.;h, 171~~ I) 
425 Pinero (A.W . ) Trelawny of the "Wells". Lond . Heinemann, 
1899. 215p. 16°. "i.!_1.A;h, ~*~~I) 
426 Pinero (A.W. ) The times. Lond . Heinemann , 1900. 192p. 24°, 
{!J.AtL, ~~g~ IJ 
427 Pinero ( A .W. ) Letty. Lond. Heinemann, 1904. 247p. 16° . :;:!_i-.A 
;h, ~~;lit~ I) 
428 Pinero (A. W.) The second Mrs . Tanqueray. Lond. Heinemann, 
1904. 195p. 16° . -\!f. .A ;h. f:J?t&~ I) 
429 Pitt (C. ) The poems and translations of Christopher Pitt ; ed. by 
S.Johnson . Lond. Buckland, 1790 . 2v. 16°. (Works of the Eng-
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!ish poets) 
430 (Chaucer.) Pollard (A. W.) Chaucer. Lond. Macmillan, 1895. 
142p. 24°. (Literature primers) 
431 Pollard (A .W .) English miracle plays, moralities and interludes: 
specimens of the pre-Elizabethan drama ; ed . w. in trod . , notes, 
a .glossary by A. W .Pollard. Oxf. Clarendon, 1898. 250p. 12°. 
432 Pomfret (J.) & others The poems of ] .Pomfret, Earl of Dorset, 
G .Stepney, ].Philips, and W.Walsh; ed.by S.Johnson. Lond. 
Buckland , 1790. 400p. 16°. (Works of the English poets) 
433 Poe (E .A. ) Poems of Edgar Allan Poe; w.a biographical sketch by 
N.H.Dole. Lond . Routledge, 1897. 189p. 24°. 
434 Poe (E.A. ) Tales of mystery and imagination. Lond. Routledge, 
n.d. 354p. 24°. (New universal library) 
435 Pope (A. ) The poems of Pope; ed.by S .Johnson. Lond. Buckla nd, 
1790. 3v. 16°. (Works of the English poets) 
436 (Homer.) Pope (A.) Homer's Iliad .ed.by S. Johnson. Lond . Buck-
land, 1790. 2v. 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
437 (Homer.) Pope (A.) Homer's Odyssey. ed.by S.Johnson. Lond. 
Buckland, 1790, 2v. 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
438 Pope (A.) The poetical works of Alexander Pope; ed .by R.Curru-
thers. Lond. Bell, 1887- 1891. 2v. 16°. (Bohn' s illustrated 
library) )!!:.A ;h. #ft!ll<lb 'J 
439 (Homer. ) Pope (A. ) The Iliad of Homer; tr. by A. Pope. Lond . 
Bell, 1886 . 459p. 16°. (Bohn's illustrated library) 
440 (Homer.) Pope (A . ) Odyssey; tr.by A.Pope. Lond. Bell, 1894. 
510p. 16°. (Bohn's illustrated library) 
441 Pope (A.) Poems (1700-1714). Lond. Cassell, 1886 . 192p. 24° . 
(Cassell's national library) (Title page gone) -..!}.An<!!> 'J 
442 Prior (M.) The poems of M . Prior; ed.by S. Johnson. Lond. 
Buckland, 1790. 310p. 16°. (Works of the English poets) . 
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443 Prior (M.) and Congreve. The poems of M.Prior and Mr. Con-
greve; ed. by S. Johnson. Land. Buckland, 1790. 323p. 16°. 
(Works of the English poets). 
444 Raleigh (W .) The English novel. Land. Murray, 1899. 298p. 
16°. (University extension manuals). t}A.;h, f*;~~!Ub 1J 
445 Raleigh (W . ) Style. 
fNiJR2!!:> 1J 
Land. Arnold, 1901. 129p. 12°, t!}A.;h, 
446 Reade (C . ) The cloister and the hearth. 
776p . 16°. ~An. f§H~2!!:> IJ 
Land. Chatto, 1900. 
447 Reade (C.) "It is never too late to mend." Lond. Chatto, 1900. 
584p. 12°. (Library edition) :;!}A.;h, {97ffg2!!) IJ 
448 Reynolds (Sir J .) The literary works of Sir Joshua Reynolds; w .a 
memoir of the author by H.W.Beechey. Land. Bohn, 1852. 2v . 
16°. (Bohn's standard library) 
449 Reynolds (Sir J.) Sir Joshua Reynolds' discourses; ed. w. m-
trod. by H. Zimmern. Land. Scott, 1887. 283p. 16°. (Scott 
library) 
450 Roberts CJ. S.) The legendary ballads of England and Scotland ; 
compiled a.ed.by J.S.Roberts. Land. Warne, n.d. 628p. 12°, 
(Chandos classics) 
451 Rochester (Earl of) The poems of Earl of Rochester Earl of Ros-
common and T.Otway; ed.by S.Johnson. Land. Buckland,1790. 
229p. 16°. (Works of the English poets) 
452 Rossetti (D .G.) The collected works of Dante Gabriel Rossetti ; 
ed.by W.M.Rossetti. Land. Ellis & Elvey, 1897. 2v. 12°, 
453 Rowe (N.) Lucan's Pharsalia; tr.by N.Rowe; ed.by S.Johnson . 
Land, Buckland, 1790. 388p. 16°. (Works of the English poets) 
454 Saintsbury (G . ) A short history of English literature. Lond. 
Macmillan, 1898. 818p. 16° . 
455 Saintsbury (G.) A history of Elizabethan literature. Land. Ma-
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cmillan, 1S9S. 471p. 12°. (History of English literature) 
456 Saints bury (G.) A history of nineteenth century literature (17S0-
1S95). Lond. Macmillan, 1S96. 477p. 12°. (History of English 
literature) ';:t}AtL. f§HilR<b IJ 
457 Saints bury (G.) The flourishing of romance and the rise of alle-
gory. Edinb. Blackwood, 1S97. 429p. 12° . (Periods of European 
literature) 
45S Saintsbury (G . ) A history of criticism , and literary taste in Eu-
rope. Vol.l. Edinb.Blackwood, 1900. 499p. S0 • t:J:.AtL. f97*.lR<b iJ 
459 Saintsbwy (G. ) The earlier renaissance. Edinb. Blackwood, 1901. 
423p. 12°. (Periods of European literature) 
460 Saintsbury (G.) The later nineteenth century. Edinb. Blackwood, 
1907. 471p. 12°. (Periods of European literature) {!}.An. fJHilR<b 
I) 
461 Saints bury (G. ) A history of English criticism; rev., adapted, a. 
supplemented. Edinb. Blackwood, 1911. 551p. S0 • 
462 Scherer (E . ) Essays on English literature; tr. by G. Saintsbury. 
Lond. Sampson, 1S91. 272p. 12°. f'iH.lR<b I) 
463 Scherr (]. ) A history of English literature; tr. by M. V. Lond. 
Sampson , 1SS2. 312p. 12° . 
464 Schofield (W .H .) English literature; from the Norman conquest 
to Chaucer. Lond. Macmillan, 1906. 500p. 12° . 
465 Scott (Sir W . ) Ivanhoe . Lond. Black, 1S91. 6S0p. so. (Sixpence 
edition) 
466 Scott (Sir W. ) Waverley. Lond. Routledge, n.d. 173pS0 • (Six-
pence edition) :;!_'}_A ;h., f:ij*JR<b I) 
467 Scott (Sir W.) Quentin Durward . Lond. Routledge,n.d. 179p. 
S0 • (Sixpence edition) 
46S Scott (Sir W.) The fair maid of Perth. Lond. Routledge, n.d. 
192p. so. (Sixpence edition) ill .An, t:ij~;JR;b I) 
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469 Scott (Sir W. ) Guy Mannering. Lond. Routledge, n .d . 162p. go . 
(Sixpence edition ) ~.SJd1., f)j~Jitib IJ 
470 Scott (S ir W. ) The bride of Lammermoor. Lond. Service & Pa-
ton , 1g9g . 304p. 12° . :!} A ;h, {)Jt~ a, I) 
471 Scott (Sir W .) Rokeby; ed.w .introd.a . notes by M. Macmillan. 
Lond. Macmillan, 1g91. 290p. 16° . 
472 Scott (Sir W . ) Kenilworth . Lond. Routledge, n.d. 1g0p. go. 
(S ixpence edition ) ~1-Anib I) 
473 Scott (Sir W . ) Marmion; ed .w.introd.a.notes by M.Macmillan. 
Lond. Macmillan, 1g91. 335p. 16° . 
47 4 Scott (Sir W. ) Lay of the last minstrel; ed. w. in trod. a. notes by 
G.H.Stuart & E.H .Elliot. Lond. Macmillan, 1g94. 101p. 16° . 
475 Scott (Sir W . ) Lady of the lake; ed . w . introd. a . notes by G.B . 
Stuart. Lond. Macmillan , 1g96. 261p. 16° . 
476 Scott (Sir W. ) The lay of the last minstrel and the lady of the 
lake ; ed .w .introd .a.notes by F .T . Palgrave. Lond . Macmillan, 
1gg9 . 133p. 16° . (Globe readings from standard authors) . 
~An, ~~~ib 'J 
477 Scott (Sir W . ) The lady of the lake. Lond. Chambers, 1g90. 
192p. 24°. BAn, t!J~;JRa, 'J 
47g Scott (Sir W. ) The lady of the lake. Lond. Cassell , 1gg6 . 191p. 
24° . (Cassell's national library) :;:!}_A;h, f)'i~~a, I) 
479 Scott (Sir W .) The minstrelsy of the Scottish border. Edinb . 
Blackwood, 1gg7. 2v. 16° . 
4g0 Scott (Sir W .) Lives of eminent novelists a nd dramatists. Lond. 
Warne, n .d. 617p . 16° . (Chandos classics) 
4g1 (Shakespeare. ) Seccombe (T .) & Allen (] . W. ) T he age of Sha-
kespeare ( 1579-1631) . Lond. Bell, 1903. 2v. 16° . (Handbooks 
of English literature) 
4g2 (Johnson.) Seccombe (T.) The age of Johnson (1748-179g). 
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483 (Shakespeare . ) Selby (H. M. ) The Shakespeare classical dict ion-
ary; or, mythological allusions in the plays of Shakespeare exp-
lained. Lond. Redway, n.d. 56p. 24° . 
484 Shadwell (T. ) Works ; ed.w . introd .a .notes by G. Saintsbury. 
Lond. Unwin , n.d. 459p . 16° . ( Mermaid series) 
485 (Burns. ) Shairp ( P. ) Robert Burns . Lond. Macmillan , 1887. 
207p. 12° . (English men of letters) 
486 Shakespeare (W .) The Leopold Shakespeare ; w. introd . by F. 
J.Furnivall. Lond. Cassell, 1882. n.d . 1056p. 8° . 
487 Shakespeare (W .) The works of William Shakespeare; ed . by C. 
Knight. Lond. Orr, 1851. 9v. 24° . Vol. 1 (wanting) (Cabinet 
edition) ~Ah, ~;t;,'}l~ I) 
488 Shakespeare (W . ) The works of William Shakespeare ; ed.by C. 
Knight. Lond. Routledge, 1867. 7v. 8°. (Pictorial edition) 
489 Shakespeare (W . ) The works of William Shakespeare; ed.by Sir 
H.Irving & F . A. Marshall. Lond. Gresham , 1906. 14v. 8° . 
490 Shakespeare (W. ) A New Variorum edition of Shakespeare; ed. 
by H.H.Furness . Phil. Lippincott , 1877-1904. 7v . 8°. :;!},A ;h., 
{~K;~~ I) 
491 Shakespeare (W. ) Much ado about nothing; ed.by W.A. Wright. 
Oxf. Clarendon, 1897 . 159p. 16°. ( Clarendon Press Series.) 
tl]}dt, 1~*JJt<0 I) 
492 Shakespeare (W .) Shakespeare's tragedy of Julius Caesar; ed. w. 
notes by W. J. Rolfe. N.Y. Harper, 1887. 199p. 16° . (English 
classics) m A h , f1H* .t I) 
493 Shakespeare (W . ) Shakespeare's comedy of the merchant of Veni-
ce; ed.w .notes by W.J.Rolfe . N.Y. Harper, 1889. 171p. 16°. 
(English classics) 
494 Shakespeare (W . ) Shakespeare's tragedy of Hamlet; ed. w. notes 
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annotated Shakespeare) 'li-AtL, f*'*Jk:b I) 
495 Shakespeat·e (W .) The works of William Shakespeare; w .introd. 
a.notes by K.Deighton. Land. Macmillan, 1889-98. 22v. 16°. 
'2J .A h, 19HJ~ :b '? 
496 Shakespeare (W . ) The works of Shakespeare. Land. Methuen, 
1899-1907. 5v. 8°. (Arden Shakespear) {I}.A;h, f*'K~k:b '? 
497 Shakespeare (W . ) The songs, poems, and sonnets of William 
Shakespeare; ed.by W.Sharp. Land. Scott, 1_888. 278p. 24°. 
498 Sharp (R.F.) A dictionary of English authors ; biographical a. 
bioliographical. Land. Redway. 1897. 310p. 12°. 
499 Shaw (G .B.) Man and superman. Land . Constable, 1906. 244p . 
16° :;-!}_AJL., f*'K;\ll£5 '? 
500 Shaw (G .B. ) Mrs. Warren's profession. Land. Constable, 1906. 
235p. 16° . )!l:.AtL:b'? 
501 Shaw (G .B.) Arms and the man. Land. Constable, 1906. 76p. 
16° m~*:b I) 
502 Shaw (G.B.) The man of destiny. Land. constable, 1906. 203p. 
16°. 
503 Sheffield CJ.) and Prior (M.) The poems of John Sheffield and 
Mathew Prior; ed.by S.Johnson. Lond. Buckland, 1790. 316p. 
16°. (Works of the English poets) 
504 Shelley (P.B.) The poetical works of Percy Bysshe Shelley; ed. 
w. a memoir by H .B .Forman. Land. Bell, 1892. 5v. 12°. CAl-
dine edition) 'J}.AJL., fjj<K>ill:b I) 
505 Shelley (P.B.) The lyrics and minor poems of P.B.Shelley; sele-
cted a.ed.w.a prefatory notice by J.Skipsey. Lond. Scott, 1884. 
291p. 24°. (Canterbury poets) ~.!}.An£5 I) 
506 Shelley (P.B.) Prometheus unbound; ed. by G. L. Dickinson. 
Lond. Dent, 1898. 132p. 24°. (Temple dramatists) 
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507 Shelley (P. B.) A defence of poetry. Portland, Mosher, 1907. 2v. 
24° (Bibelot) 
508 Shelley Society's publications. Lond. Reeves & Turner, 1886-1888. 
7v . 8°. 
509 Shelley (P.B.) Essays and letters; ed.w.introd. note by E. Rhys. 
Lond. Scott, 1887. 392p. 16°. (Camelot classics) f77*~ih I) 
510 Shenstone (W. ) The poems of William Shenstone ; ed. by S. 
Johnson. Lond. Buckland , 1790. 330p. 16° . (Works of the 
English poets) 
511 Sheridan (R.B.) The plays of Richard Brinsley Sheridan ; w. 
introd.by H.Morley. Land . Routledge, 1889 . 318p. 12°. ~~.:h 
f) 
512 Sheridan (R.B. ) The rivals and the school for scandal. Land. 
Cassell, 1905. 491p. 24°. (Cassell's national library) ~~@.;h f) 
513 Shirley (J.) Works; ed.w.an introd.by E.Gosse. Land. Unwin, 
n.d. 466p. 16°. (Mermaid series) 
514 Sidney (P . ) An apologie for poetrie; ed.w.notes, illustrations, a. 
glossary by E.S.Schuckburgh. Camb. Univ.Press, 1896. 192p. 
16°. (Pitt Press series) 
515 Smeaton (0.) Scots essayists, from Stirling to Stevenson; ed. by 
O.Smeaton. Lond. Scott, n.d. 292p. 16°. (Scott library) 
516 Smith (A.) The main tendencies of Victorian poetry. Birmin-
gham, Saint George Press, 1907. 208p. 12°. 
517 Smith (E.) The poems of E.Smith,R.Duke, and W .King; ed. by 
S .Johnson. Lond. Buckland, 1790. 319p. 16° . (Works of the 
English poets) 
518 Smith (G .G. ) The transition period. Edinb. Blackwood, 1900. 
422p. 12°. (Periods of European literature) 
519 Smith (S.) The wit and wisdom of the Rev. Sydney Smith ; a 
selection. Lond. Longmans, 1861. 355p. 12°. 1~H~.:h I) 
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520 Smollett (T .) The works of Tobias Smollett ; selected a. ed. by 
D .Herbert. Edinb. Nimmo, 1S94. 623p . S0 • :;!}.An. fMJil~ 1J 
521 (Chaucer.) Snell (F .J. ) The age of Chaucer (1346---1400). Lond. 
Bell, 1901. 242p. 16°. (Handbooks of English literature) 
522 Snell (F .J. ) The age of transition (1400-15SO). Lone! . Bell, 1905. 
2v. 16°. (Handbooks of English literature) 
523 Somervile (W .) The poems of Somervile; ed.by S. Johnson. Lone!. 
Buckland, 1790. 303p. 16°. (Works of the English poets) 
524 Somervile (W . ) and Savage (R.) The poems of Somervile and 
Savage; ed.by S. Johnson . 1790. 315p. 16°. (Works of the English 
poets) 
525 (Nelson.) Southey (R.) Life of Nelson; ed.w. introd. a . notes by 
M .Macmillan. Lond. Macmillan 1S9S. 376p. 16°. 
526 Spenser (E .) The works of that famous English poet,Mr.Edmund 
Spenser. Lond. Edwin, 1679. 392p. f0 • 
527 Spenser (E. ) The faerie queene ; Epithalamion. N.Y. Appleton, 
1SS6. S20p.16°. (Globeedition.) 
52S Spenser (E . ) Shepherd's calender; ed. w. in trod .a. notes by C. H. 
Herford . Lond. Macmillan, 1S95. 210p. 16°. 
529 Spenser (E.) The faerie queene. Book 1.; ed.w .introd.a.notes by 
H.M .Percival. Lond. Macmillan, 1894. 342p. 16°. 
530 Spenser (E.) Faery queene. Book 1.; ed.w.introd.,notes a.glossary 
by W .H.Hudson. Lond. Dent, n.d. 279p. 16°. (Denes temple 
series of English texts) 
531 Steele (Sir R .) The tatler; a corrected ed.; w. prefaces, historical 
a.biographical by A.Chalmers. Lond. Johnson, 1806. 4v. 8°. 
532 Steele (Sir R.) The tatler and the guardian. Edinb. Nimmo, 
1sso. 264p. so. mx~~ '? 
533 Steele (Sir R.) Works; ed.w. introd. a. notes by G.A.Aitken. 
Lond. Unwin, 452p. 16°. (Mermaid series) 
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535 Stephen (L. ) English literature and society in eighteenth century. 
Land. Duckworth , 1904. 224p. 12°. ).!},A.;h, 19HilR<BIJ 
536 Sterne (L . ) A sentimental journney through France and Italy. 
Land. Dent, 1S99. 164p. 24° . (Temple classics) m~ilRil!.J IJ 
537 Sterne (L. ) The life and opinions of Tristram Shandy. Phil. 
Lippincott, 1S5S. 271p . S0 • 
53S Sterne ( L. ) The life and opinions of Tristram Shandy. Land. 
Routledge, 1S91. 322p. 16° . (Morley's universal library) 
539 Stevenson ( E. ) Early reviews of great writers (17S6-1S32) ; sele-
cted a.ed.by E.Stevenson. Land. Scott, n.d. 325p. 16°. (Scott 
library) f:tKJi!il!.J I) 
540 Stevenson (R.L.) Kidnapped. Land. Cassell, 1S99. 319p. 12°. 
;~.A h. 197K0! 25 1J 
541 Stevenson ( R. L. ) 
@.An. i?HilRil!.JIJ 
Catriona. Land. Cassell, 1S9S. 37lp. 12°. 
542 Stevenson (R.L.) New Arabian nights. Lond. Chatto & Windus, 
1901. 124p. so. (Sixpence edition) -'(97~0!;5 1) 
543 Stevenson (R. L.) Treasure island. Thrawn Janet and Olalla. 
171p.l2° . (Title- page defective) ft-~;51) 
544 Stevenson (R.L.) The master of Ballantrae. Land . Cassell, 1S9S. 
332p. 12° . :;:_t},A.;h, 19J~;lj(il!.JI) 
545 Stevenson (R.L.) Prince Otto. The misadventures of John Nicho-
lson. Strange case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. N.Y . Lupton, 
n.d.265 p. 16°. (Golden- rod series) (Title page wanting) t!}.A 
;h, f#*~<BIJ 
546 Stevenson (R.L.) "Virginibus Puerisque"N.Y. Putnam,n.d. 102p. 
24° . (Ariel booklet) W~~lil!.J I) 
547 Stevenson (R.L) An apology for idlers and other essays. Portland, 
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Lang. Lond. Longmans, 1907. 155p. 24° . (Longman ' s pocket 
library) 
549 Stevenson (R.L.& F.G.) The dynamiter. Lond . Longmans, 1907. 
292p. 16° . (Longman ' spocket library) ffl:.A.;h, m~Jil il!> IJ 
550 Stevenson (R. L.) and Osbourne (L. ) The wrecker. Lond. Cassell, 
1899. 427p . 12° . =! F.A.n il0 r; 
551 Stowe (H.B. ) Dialogues and scenes from the writi ngs of H. B. 
Stowe ;arranged by E.Weaver. Bost. Houghton, 1889.96p. 16°. 
(Riverside literature series) 
552 Swift (J. ) The works of Jonathan Swift , D.D;ed.by D.L.Purves. 
Edinb. Nimmo, 1897, 615p. 8°. =;!t.A.;h, ffl~ilitil0'J 
553 Swift (J .) The poems of Dr. Jonatha n Swift ;ed. by S . Johnson. 
Land. Buckland , 1790. 2 v . 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
554 Swift (J. ) a nd Broome (W. ) The poems of Dr.J. Swift and Dr. 
W.Broome;ed.by S .Johnson. Lond. Buckland. 1790. 309p. 16° . 
(Works of the English poets) 
555 Swinburne ( A. C. ) Studies in prose and poetry . La nd. Chatto & 
Windus , 1894. 298p. 12° . 
556 Swinburne (A .C. ) Atala nta in Calydon. La nd. Cha tto & Windus, 
1899 . 98p. 12° . m~:!f.. il0 'J 
557 Swinburne (A.C.) Chastelard. Land . Chatto & Windus, 1894. 
174p. 12°. 
558 Swinburne (A.C. ) Rosamund , queen of the Lombards . Lond. 
Cha tto & Windus, 1899. 88 p. 12° . fJ'j~il!> r; 
559 Swinton (W. ) Studies in English literature. Vol.l. Tokyo , San-
shodo, 1892 . 678p. 12° . ~.A.;h, m~:Jf..il!>IJ 
560 Symonds (J.A.) Renaissance in Italy . Land. Smith , 1898- 1901. 
7v. 12° . 
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562 Symonds (].A .) Shakespeare's predecessors in the English drama . 
Lond. Smith , 1884. 668 p. 8° . 
563 Symons (A.) Studies in prose and verse . Lond. Dent, 1904. 291p. 
12° . 'W~il!> I) 
564 (Browning. ) Symons (A. ) An introduction to the study of Brown-
ing. Lond. Dent, 1906. 263p. 16° . 
565 Taine (H.A.) History of English li terature; tr. by H. van Laun. 
Lond . Chatto&Windus, 1906 . 4v.16° . (St.Martin 's library) 
566 Taine (H. A . ) History of English li terature . N.Y. Lovell , n .d. 
722p. 16°. (Lovell's library) (Title page defective) ~A. ;h. f97t~ilf> I) 
567 Taine (H. A . ) Notes on Englgand;tr. by W.F. Rae . Lond. Stra-
han , 1873 . 377p. 16° . :;:'_},A;h, ftt;l)lilf> I) 
568 Tatham CJ. ) The dramatic works of John T atham. Edinb . Pater-
son, 1879. 304p. 12° . (Dramatists of the restoration) 
569 Taylor (]. ) The great exemplar of sanctity a nd holy life, descri-
bed in the his tory of the life and death of the ever blessed Jesus 
Christ . Lond. Pickering, 1849. 3v. 16°. 
570 Taylor CJ. ) The rule and exercises of holy living and dying ; 
ed.w.life, introd . , a . notes by F.A.Malleson. Lond. Routledge, 
n.d. 168p. 12° . (Sir John Lubbock 's hundred books) 'fi'~ilf>l) 
571 Ten Brink (B. ) History of English literature;tr. by H.M.Kennedy, 
etc. Lond. Bell, 1895-96 . 3v. 16°. (Bohn 's standard libray) 
572 Tennyson (A.Lord. ) The poetical works of Alfred Lord T ennyson. 
Lond. Macmilla n, 1895-98 . 23 v . 24 o . 3 A. ;h, tYn~ ilf> I) 
573 Tennyson (A.Lord. ) The works of Alfred Lord T ennyson. Lond. 
Macmillan, 1891-97. 10 v. 16°. :;:'_},A;h, 'W~ilf> I) 
574 Tennyson (A.Lord. ) In memoriam. Lond . Dent, 1899. 202p. 
240 • (Temple classics) 8A.n. 'fi'~~ilf> I) 
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575 Tennyson (A.Lord.) Tennyson 's Morte D'Arthur ;ed.w. introd. 
a.notes by F.J.Rowe & W.T.Webb. Lond. Macmillan, 1897. 
28p. 16° . f9;~;Jlt<b I) 
576 Tennyson (A.Lord.) Poems. N.Y.Lovell, n.d. 730p. 16°.(Title 
page wanting) 
577 Tennyson (A.Lord.) The princess; ed.w.notes by W.J. Rolfe . 
Bost. Osgood, 1885. 190p. 16°. (Rolfe's students' series) 
578 Thackeray (W.M. ) Vanity fair. N.Y.Lovell, 1883 . 688p. 16°. 
(Lovell's library) 
579 Thackeray (W. M.) The four Georges. N.Y. Lovell, 1883. 368p. 
16°. (Lovell's library) f!}Jd'L, ti7~0l<b I) 
580 Thackeray (W. M.) 
1901. 494p. 12° . 
Thackerayana. Lond. Chatto & Windus, 
581 Thomson (J .) The poems of James Thomson;ed. by S.Johnson. 
Lond. Buckland, 1790 . 275p. 16°. (Works of the English poets) 
582 Thomson (J.) The poems of J. Thomson and Dr. Watts ; ed . by 
S .Johnson. Lond. 1790. 135p. 16°. (Works of the English poets) 
583 Thomson (J.) The seasons, and castle of indolence. Lond. Orr, 
1896. 223 p. 24°. f9J*J!t<b I) 
584 Thomson (J .) The city of dreadful night and other poems. Lond. 
Dobell , 1899. 256p. 16° . 
585 (Shakespeare) Tolstoi (L.N.) Shakespeare; uebers. v. M.Enkha-
usen . Hannover, Sponholtz, 1906. 148p. 12° . 
586 Tomson (G.R.) Border ballads;ed . w. introd. a. notes by G.R. 
Tomson. Lond. Scott, 1888. 229p. 24°. (Canterbury poets) 
~Jdtibl) 
587 (Meredith.) Trevelyan (G.M.) The poetry and philosophy of Ge-
orge Meredith . Lond. Constable, 1906. 234p. 12°. i!},A;h, {o/}~ 
ibl) 
588 Trollope (A.) Mr . Scarborough 's family. Hamb. Gradever & Ri-
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authors). 
589 Trollope (A. ) An autobiography. N. Y.Lovell , 1883 . 264p. 16° . 
(Lovell's library) :~_A;h, f~n~~il!:> IJ 
590 Tucker (T.G.) The foreign dedt of English literature. Lond. 
Bell, 1907. 270p. 12° . ill.An. -w~Ji!il!:> IJ 
591 Twain (M. ) The innocents abroad: or, new pilgrim 's progress. 
Lond . Chatto & Windus, 1897. 613p. 12° . 
592 Twain (M.) T he stolen white elephant, etc. Lpz . Tauchnitz, 
1882. 288p . 16° . (Collection of British authors) 
593 Twain (M. ) A double- barrelled detective story, etc. Lpz. Tauch-
nitz, 1902 . 247p . 16°. (Collection of British authors) 
594 Underwood (F.H. ) A handbook of English li terature. British au-
thors . Bost. Lee & Shepard, 1875. 608p. 12° . ill .An. mr;llt<l!:> 1J 
595 (Tennyson. ) Walker (H.) The age of Tennyson. Lond. Bell , 
1990. 309p. 16° . (Handbooks of English literature) 
596 Waller (E. ) The poems of E.Waller; ed. by S .Johnson. Lond. 
Buckland , 1790. 262p . 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
597 Walpole (H. ) The castle of Otranto . Lond. Cassell , 1901. 191p. 
24° . (Cassell ' s national library) 
598 Walton (I. ) The complete angler. Lond. Dent , 1899. 248p. 24° . 
(T emple classics) f:ti~0til!:> 1J 
599 Walton ( I. ) The lives of Dr. John Donne, Sir Henry Wotton, 
Mr . Richard Hooker, Mr. Ceorge Herbert , and Dr. Robert Sander-
son ;ed . by C.H.Dick. Lond. Scott, n.d . 1899. 320p. 16° . (Scott 
library) 
600 Ward (A . W · ) A history of English dra ma tic literature, to the 
death of Queen Anne. Lond. Macmillan, 1899. 3 v. 8° . 
601 Ward (Mrs.H.) Robert Elsmere. N.Y. Hurst , n .d. 657p . 16° . 
602 Ward (T .H. ) The English poets: selections w. critical introd. by 
various writers a. general introd. by M . Arnold ; ed. by T.H. 
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Ward. Lond. Macmilla n, 1899- 1900. 4 v. 12° . t'i]~~ '? 
603 Warren (K.M. ) A treasury of English literature (from the begi-
nning to the eighteenth century). Lond. Constable, 1906. 973p. 
12°. 
604 Warton (T.) The history of English poetry, from the close of the 
eleventh to the commencement of the eighteenth century. Lond. 
Dodsley, 1774--1781. 4 v. 8° . t;o/~;)jt~ lj 
605 Watson (W.) The poems of William Watson. Lond . Lane, 1905. 
2 v. 12° . 
606 Watts (I.) The poems of Dr. Watts; ed . by S. Johnson. Lond. 
Buckland, 1790. 247p . 16° . (Works of the English poets) 
607 Watts-Dunton (T.) Aylwin. Lond. Hurst & Blackett, 1899. 
472p. 120. ~~;lR~ '? 
608 Webster CJ. ) & Tourneur (C. ) Works ; ed.w. introd.a. notes by 
J.A.Symonds . Lond. Fisher Unwin , n.d. 432p. 16°. (Mermaid 
series) 
609 Webster (J. ) The Duchess of Malfi ; ed . by C. Vaughan. Lond. 
Dent, 1900 . 153p. 24° . (T emple dramatists) . :;!},A_;/L, ft~;lR~ I) 
610 Wendell (B. ) The temper of the eighteenth century in English 
literature . Lond. Macmillan, 1904 . 360p . 12° . ::;!}:,A;/L, ft~;lR~ I) 
611 White (G.) Outline of the philosophy of English literature . Pt.l. 
Bost. Ginn , 1895 . 266p. 12° . :;.!]:,An, ttr:lR~ '? 
612 Whitehead (W.) and J enyns (S. ) The poems of W. Whitehead and 
Soame Jenyns ;ed.by S.Johnson . Lond. Buckland. 1790. 354p. 
16° . (Works of the English poets) 
613 Whitman (W. ) The poems of Walt Whitman (selected) ; w . 
introd. by E .Rhys . Lond . Scott , 1886. 318p . 24° . (Canterbury 
poets) 
614 Wilde (0 .) The picture of Dorian Gray . Lpz . Tauchnitz , 1908. 
287p. 24° . ).!]:J-.n, W~;JR~ '? 
615 Wilde (0.) De profundis. Lond . Methuen, 1905. 151p. 12°. 
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616 Wilde (0. ) Salome. (English translation). Lond. Lane, 1906. 
66p. 16°. :~.An. 1~H~<b IJ 
617 Wilson (J. ) The dramatic works of John Wilson. Edinb. Pater-
son, 1874. 401p. 12°. (Dramatists of restoration) 
618 Wollstonecraft (M. ) A vindication of the rights of woman ; w. 
introd. by E. R. Pennel. Lond. Scott , n.d. 282p. 16° . (Scott 
library) 
619 Wood (J.) Dictionary of quotations, from ancient and modern, 
English and foreign sources. Lond. Warne, 1893. 658p. 12° . 
620 (Swinburne . ) Woodberry (G.E . ) Swinburne. Lond. Heinemann, 
1905. 117p. 16° . (Contemporary men of letters series) {~H0l<b I) 
621 Wordsworth (W.) PoemsofWordsworth;chosena.ed. byM.Arno-
ld. Lond. Macmillan, 1900. 331p. 16° . (Golden treasury series) 
t!.r-.Att. wr;~~t<b IJ 
622 Wordsworth (W.) The poetical works of William Wordsworth 
(selected) ; w .a prefatory notice, biographical a .cri tical by A. 
J. Symington. Lond. Scott, 1889. 285p. 24 o . ( Canterbury poe-
ts). 
623 Wordsworth (W.) The white doe of Rylstone, with the song at 
the feast of Brougham Castle, etc. ; ed. w . in trod. a . notes by W. 
Knight. Oxf. Clarendon, 1891. 112p . 16° . (Clarendon press 
series) 
624 Wordsworth (W . ) Lyrical ballads; reprinted from the first ed. of 
1798; ed.by E.Dowden. Lond. Nutt, 1890. 227p. 16° . 
625 Wordsworth (W. ) Prose works of W. Wordsworth ; ed. by W. Kni-
ght. Lond. Macmillan , 1896. 2 v. 16° . 
626 Wordsworth (W.) Prose writings of Wordsworth; ed. w. in trod. 
by W.Knight. Lond. Scott , n.d. 198p. 16° . (Scott lidrary) 
{J7 ~;ilt;b IJ 
627 Wordworth (W.) Wordsworth ' s literary criticism; ed.w. introd. 
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628 Wycherly (W.) Works :ed.w.introd .a . notes by W.C.Ward . Lond. 
Fisher Unwin, n .d . 508p. 16° . (Mermaid series) 
629 Yalden (T . ) & others. The poems of Yalden, T . Tickell , and Ha-
mmond; ed . by S .Johnson. Lond . Backland, 1790 . 338p. 16°. 
(Works of the English poets) 
680 Yeats (W.B.) Poems, 1899- 1905. Lond . Bullen , 1906 . 280p. 12° . 
10t~iUID 9 
631 Yeats (W.B. ) T he wi nd among the reeds . Lond . Mathews, 
1900. 108p. 120. ft~& JiJ 9 
632 Yeats (W .B. ) T he tables of the law , and the adoration of the 
magi. Lond . Mathews , 1904 . 60p . 16° . tt,·~~;tiyQ 
633 Young (E . ) The poems of Young ;ed.by S . Johnson. Lond. Buck-
la nd, 1790. 3 v. 16° . (Works of the English poets) . 
Children of the ghetto . Lond. Heinemann, 1901. 634 Zangwill (I. ) 
212p. 8° . (Sixpence edition) .!}Jd'L. ft~~ 9 
635 (Z. Z.) The world and a man . Lpz. T auchnitz, 1898. 287p . 16° . 
(Vol. 2. wanting) 
® ft!!~;t~ Foreign Literatur 
636 Andreiyeff (L. ) Silence ; tr.by J .Cournos. Phil. Brown, 1908 . 
32p . 16° . (Modern author's series) 
637 Andreiyeff (L . ) A dilemma ; tr. by]. Cournos . Phil. Brown, 
1910. 114p . 12° . 
638 Andrejew (L.) Der Gouverneur uebers . v . A. Scholz . Berl . 
Ladyschnikow, n.d. 182p. 12° . ft~..:il;tiyf) 
639 Andrejew (L . ) Die Geschichte von den sieben Gehenkten ; uebers . 
v . L.Wiebeck . Mcin . Piper , 1909 . 131p. 12° . f)Y*!ilitiJI) 
640 Andrejew (L . ) Die LUge; uebers. v .N.Hornstein . Dresd . Minden, 
n .d. 215p. 16° . f:JH~JiJf) 
641 Arabian nights ' entertainments; arranged for the perusal of youthful 
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readers by Mrs. Sugden. Lond. Routledge, n. d. 501p. 12° . 
642 Aristophanes. The comedies of Aristophanes; tr. w. notes a .extracts 
from the best metrical versions by W. J . Rickie. Lond. Bell, 1860-
1877. 2 v. 12°. (Bohn ' s classical library) 
643 Balzac (H. de. ) Shorter stories from Balzac ; tr. by W . Wilson & 
the Count Stenbock . Lond . Scott, n.d.197p. 16° . (Scott library) 
:;!t-_A ;I-t, t57~~<b ~ 
644 Balzac (H.de . ) Works;tr.by G.B.Ives . N.Y . Putnam, 1903. 276p. 
16° . (Little French masterpieces) m~?Jt<b I) 
645 Balzac (H . de. ) Old Goriot; tr. by E. Marriage, w . a preface by G. 
Saintsbury . Lond. Dent, 1901. 308p . 12° . ,I},A J't~ ~ 
645 Balzac (H.de. ) Brunetiere ,Ferdinand. Honore de Balzac;ed.by A . 
Jessup. Phil.a.Lond. Lippincott , 1906. 316p. 8° . ,If _A ;h., ftk~ 
<b ~ 
646 Baring (M . ) Landmarks in Russian literature. Lone!. Methuen, 
1910. 299p. 12°. {jj*,lit<b f) 
647 Barnett (L.D. ) The Greek drama. Lond. Dent , 1900. 114p. 24°. 
(Temple primers) t7H;lil.<b f) 
648 Baudelaire (C . ) Poems in prose from Charles Baudelaire tr . by 
A.Symons. Lond. Mathews, 1905. 61p. 16° . ft~~ Glb f) 
649 Bazin (R. ) The nun. Lond. Eveleigh Nash, 1908. 254p. 12° . 
650 Bazin (R. ) Redemption . Lond . Bell , 1908. 296p. 12°. (Bell ' s 
Indian & colonial library) ·,.!JAn. fX*!il.<b f) 
ti51 Bazin (R. ) The coming harvest; tr.by E.K.Hoyt. N.Y. Scribner, 
1908. 347p. 12° . •;!t-_AtLG\; f) 
652 Bjornson (B.) The novels of Bjornstjerne Bjornson; ed. by E. Gosse. 
Lond. Heinemann, 1895-1908 . 4v . 16°. 
653 Boccaccio . The decameron :or, ten day's entertainment of Boccaccio; 
tr.by W.K.Kelly. Lond. Bohn, n.d. 545p. 12° . (Bohn's extra 
volume) 
654 Bourget (P . ) A tragic idyl. N .Y. Scribner , 1896. 451p. 12°. 
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655 Bourget (P . ) Antigone and other portraits of women ; tr. by W. 
Marchant. N.Y. Scribner, 1898. 297p. 12° . 
656 Bourget (P.) Domestic dramas;tr.by W.Marchant. N.Y.Scribner, 
1900. 363p. 12°. 
657 Bourget (P. ) The disciple. N.Y.Scri bner , 1901. p. 12°. 
658 Bourget (P. ) Monica a nd other stories;tr. by W.Marchant. N .Y . 
Scribner , 1902. 289p. 12° . .,.!_j:,A.;/1,, {~WJR<l; I) 
659 Bourget (P. ) The blue duchess; tr. by E.Tristan . Lond. Greening , 
1908. 288p. 16°. 
660 Bruckner (A . ) A literary history of Russia; tr. by H.Havelock. 
Lond. Fisher Unwin, 1908. 558p. 8° . (Library of literaty his-
tory) 
661 Calderon . Six dramas of Calderon ; tr .by E. Fitzgerald. Lond. 
Moring , 1903 . 497p. 24°. (King's classics) -;:t}.i\.;/1,, {:)JK~<l; I) 
662 Cervantes (M. de.) The history of the renowned Don Quixote de 
la Mancha; tr . by several hands', revised by F. Ozell. 6. ed. Lond. 
Knapton , 1733. 4v. 16°. 
663 Cervantes (M .de.) The history and adventures of the renowned 
Don Quixote; tr. w. the author's life by T. Smollett. Edinb. Hill , 
1815. 4v. 16° . 
664 Courier (P.- L. ) OEuvres de P . -L. Courier; precedees d'un essai 
sur la vie et les ecri ts de 1' auteur par A . Carrel. Par. Garnier, 
1885. 584p. 16° . 
675 Crawford (V. M.) Studies in foreign literature. Lond. Duckworth, 
1908. 308p. 12° . =;:t}.A.n, f.N~<IZ> 1? 
666 Dalbiac (L.) Dictionary of quotations (German). Lond. Sonnen-
schein, 1906, 485p. 12° . 
667 Dante. La divina com media ; riveduta nel testo e commentata da G. 
A.Scartazzini;quarta edizione novamente riveduta da G.Va ndelli. 
Milano, Hoepli, 1903 . 1166p. 12° . 
668 Dante. The inferno of Dante Alighieri. Lond. Dent, 1901. 401p. 
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669 Dante. The purgatorio of Dante Alighieri . Lond. Dent, 1900 . 
442p. 24° . ( Temple classics) 
670 Dante. The paradise of Dante Aligh1eri. Lond. Dent, 1900. 418p. 
24°. (Temple classics) 
671 D' Annunzio (G.) The child of pleasure ; tr. by G. Harding, w. 
introcl. a.verse translation by A. Symons . Lond. Heinema nn, 
1898. 31lp. 12°. :;:!}A_;Ic, {~'}*Jil~ f) 
672 D ' Annunzio (G. ) The triumph of death;tr.by G.Harding. Lond. 
Heinemann, 1898. 215p. 12° . fJH~~~ f) 
673 D ' Annunzio (G. ) The flame of life;tr. by K. Vivaria. Lond. Hei-
nemann , 1900. 403p. 12° . 
674 D' Annunzio. The daughter of Jorio ; tr. by C. Porter, etc. Bost. 
Little Brown , 1907 . 209p. 8° . 
675 Daudet (A. ) Sapho ; tr. by G. F . Monkshood. Lond. Greening, 
1905. 276p. 16° . ( Lotus libray) ~!:'A.n , f;l;;f;ljt~ f) 
676 Daudet ( A.) The Nabob ; tr. by H. Blanchamp. Lond . Greening, 
1902 . 330p. 16° . (Lotus lidrary) :;:!}A_;Ic, f;lj~;iJi~ f) 
677 Daudet ( A.) The novels and romances of Alphonse Daudet. 
Bost. Brown, 1900. 7 v. 16° . 
678 Daudet ( A. ) Works ;tr.by G.B ·Ives. N.Y.Putnams, 1903 . 283p. 
16°. ( Little French masterpieces) 
679 Da Vinci ( L. ) Leonardo Da Vinci's note books;arranged a. trans. 
w.introd.by E.McCurdy. Lond. Duckworth, 1906. 289p. 
680 Favre (The Abbe de.) Beauty's day; tr. by H.G.Keene. Lond. 
Vizetelly, n.d . 60p. 4° . (Choice illustrated books of eighteenth 
century) 
681 De Pezay (Marquis) and J)orat (C.J. ) Delia Bathing and Celia's 
doves ; tr. by H.G. Keene. Lond. Vizetelly , n.d. 74p. 8° . (Choice 
illustrated books of eighteenth century) 
682 Dusejour, Mdlle. (D. ) The origin of the graces. Lond. Vizetelly, 
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683 Dumas (A. ) The black tulip . Lond. Greening, 1907. 259p. 16°. 
(Lotus libray) ~:_A ;!LA) I) 
684 E uripides. The plays of Euripides (B. C. 455 to B. C. 408) ; ed. w. 
introd.by H.Morley. Lond. Routledge, 1894. 288p. 12° . 
685 Flaubert (G.) Salambo. Lond. Sisley, n.d. 360p. 16° . (Sisley 
books ) ,lt-A.Jt, fJaJil0 IJ 
686 Fogazzaro (A.) The patriot; tr. by M. Pricharcl-Agnetti. N.Y. 
Putnam, 1906. 516p. 12° . 
687 Fogazzaro ( A. ) The sinner ; tr. by M. Prichard- Agnetti. N. Y. 
Putnam, 1907. 420p. 12°. f)'JttJi;t)l) 
688 Fouque (La M.) U ncline and Aslauga's Knight. Lond. Newnes, 
1901. 192p. 16° . (Caxton series) fj}~J) I) 
689 France (A.) The works o£ Anatole France ; eel. by F. Chapman . 
Lond. Lane, 1908-09. 4v. 8°. ,I~_A;h., W~Jilj) I) 
690 France (A.) The well of Saint Clare;tr. by A.Allinson. Lond. 
Lane, 1909. 302p. 8°. 
691 France (A.) Balthasar; tr. by Mrs. J. Lane. Lond. Lane, 1909. 
225p. 8°. 
692 France (A. ) Thais; tr. by E. Tristan. Lond. Greening, 1902. 258p. 
16°. (Lotus library) ;:tJ.Ai-cJ) I) 
693 Gautier (T . ) Stories by Theophile Gautier;tr.by L.Hearn. Lond. 
Jack, 1908. 150p. 16° . (World's story tellers) . tMJili!!> I) 
694 Gautier (T.) Captain Fracasse ; ed. by G. F. Monkshood. Lond. 
Greening, 1910. 343p. 16° . (Lotus library) 
695 Gautier (T.) Works;tr.by G.B.Ives. N.Y.Putnam, 1903. 288p. 
16°. (Little French masterpieces) .~.A.:h.J) I) 
696 Goethe (J. W. von.) Criticisms, reflections, a nd maxims of Goethe; 
tr.w. introd. by W.B.Lonnfeldt. Lond. Scott, n.d. 261p. 
16°. (Scott library) 
697 Goncourt (E.de.) La Faustin;tr.byG.F.Monkshood & E.Tristan. 
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698 Goncourt (].and E. de.) Renee Mauperin;w . a critical introd.by J . 
Fitzmaurice- Kelly. Lond. Hei nemann, 1902. 364p. 8° . (A cen-
tury of French romance) ;:'},A;/1._~ I) 
699 Gontcharoff (I. A. ) A common story ; tr. by C. Garnett. Lond. 
Heinemann , 1894. 283p. 12°. (Heinemann's international libra-
ry) 
700 Gorky (M . ) Twenty- six men and a girl;tr. by E. Jakowleff & D. 
B. Mon tefiore. Lond. Duckworth, 1902. 198p . 16° . {:)7K;li~ I) 
701 Gorky (M.) Three of them;tr.by A.Linden. Lond. Fisher Unwin, 
1905. 383p. 12° . ;:!}}de, ft$~~ I) 
702 Gorki (M. ) Dans la steppe;trad. par S.M.Persky. Par. Perrin , 
1905. 27lp . 12° . :,:~}.An. mt;l!l~ IJ 
703 Gorki (M ) Ca!n et Arteme;trad.par S.M.Persky. Par. Perrin, 
1902 . 280p. 12° . f)ft;l!l~ I) 
704 Harbottle (T. B. ) Dictionary of quota tions (classical) . Lond. Son-
nenschein, 1897. 648p. 12°. 
705 Harbottle ( T . B.) and Dafbiac ( P .H. ) Dictionary of quotations 
(French a nd Italian) . Lond. Sonnenschein, 1904. 565p . 12° . 
706 Hauptmann (G.) Hannele; a dream poem; tr. by W. Archer. Lond. 
Heinemann, 1907. 92p. 16° . 
707 Hauptmann (G. ) The coming of peace ; tr . by J. Achurch & C. E. 
Wheeler. Lond. Duckworth, 1900 . 118p. 12° . ( Modern plays) 
:~_!]:,A ;htlz>l) 
708 Hauptmann (G. ) Lonely lives ; tr. by M. Morison . Lond . Heine-
mann, 1898. 179p. 16° . #}*S~~ I) 
709 Hauptmann (G . ) The weavers ; tr. by M. Morison . Lond. Heine-
mann, 1899. 148p . 16° :;!;..An~ I) 
710 Heller (0.) Studies in modern German literature. Bost. Ginn, 
1905 . 301p. 12° . :2_!:7-.n. WK0l~ 1J 
711 Heyse (P.) Paul Heyse's Weinhliter von Meran und andere Nove-
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lien. Berl . Globus, n.d. 319p. 12°. ( Deutscher Novellenschatz) 
f)7~<5 9 
712 Hoffmann (E. T. W. ) Stories. Lond. Jack , 1908. 151p. 16° . 
(World's story tellers) 
713 Homer. Homer's Iliad, with English notes and grammatical refer-
ences;ed.by T,K.Arnold. Lond. Rivingstons, 1864 . 699p . 16° . 
(Arnold's school classics) 
714 Homer. T he Iliad of Homer;tr.by A.Lang, W.Leaf & E.Myers. 
Lond. Macmilan, 1898. 506p. 12° . 
715 Homer. The Odyssey of Hamer; tr. by S.H.Butcher & A. Lang . 
Lond. Macmillan, 1900 . 429p. 12° . 
716 Homere. Odyssee; t rad. par J. -P. Bitaube. Nancy, Haener, 1836. 
248p. 16° . (OEuvres d'Homere III) . 
717 Homere. L'Iliade ; trad. par Mm• Dacier, precedee d'une in trod. par 
Crousle. Par. Garnier, 1872. 515p. 16° . 
718 Huysmans (J.K. ) The cathedral;trans.by C Bell,ed.w.a prefatory 
note by C. Kegan Paul. Lond. Kegan Paul, 1898. 339p. 12° . 
719 Ibsen (H.) A doll's house ; ed . w. introd.by W.Archer. Lond. 
Scott, 1900. 175p. 16° . 
720 Ibsen (H.) Rosmersholm and the lady from the sea ; ed. w. in-
trod. by W. Archer. Lond. Heinemann, 1907. (Collected works 
of Henrik Ibsen) 349p. 12° . 
721 Ibsen (H. ) The pillars of society and other plays ; ed. w. in trod. 
by H.Ellis. Lond. Scott, n.d. 315p. 16° . (Scott library) ;!}A. 
722 Ibsen (H.) Brand;tr.by W.Wilson. Lond. Methuen, 1899. 301p. 
12° . 
723 Ibsen (H. ) Hedda Gabler; tr. by E. Gosse. Lond. Heinemann, 1891. 
236p. 12° . (Large paper, limited edition) ft'K~<5 9 
724 Ibsen (H. ) John Gabriel Borkman; tr. by W. Archer. Lond. Heine-
mann , 1897. 202p. 16°. f)JK~ll09 
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725 Ibsen (H ·) The master builder ; tr. by E . Gosse & W. Archer . 
Lond. Heinemann, 1901. 227p . 16°. :~~f.A.n. t.J7r;JR<t; 1J 
726 Ibsen (H. ) Little Eyolf ; tr. by W. Archer. Lond . Heinemann, 
1S97. 1S0p . 16° . ~'i-A.h. f'tkJ~<f; I) 
727 Ibsen (H. ) When we dead awaken; tr. by W. Archer. Lond. Heine-
mann, 1900. 160p. 16° . ;"}.A.n<f;IJ 
72S (Euripides. ) Jones (W.H.S. ) The moral sta ndpoint of Euripides . 
Lond. Blackie, 1906. 35p. S0 • 
729 Konta ( A. L. ) The history of French literature. N.Y. Appleton, 
1910. 565p . S0 • 
730 Korolenko (V. S.) and other. Ma kar's dream and other stories. 
Lond. Fisher Unwin, 1S92 . (Russian stories) 1S2p. 16° . -mf.ill 
<f;l) 
731 Kropotkin (Prince.) Ideals and realities in Russian literaure. 
Lond. Duckworth, 1905. 341p. S0 • 
732 Leopardi (G.) Essays , dialogues, and thoughts of Count Giacomo 
Leopardi ; tr. w. in trod. a . notes by P. Maxwell. Lond. Scott, 
303p. 16°. (Scott library) . 17Jk~<f; I) 
733 Le Sage ( R. ) The adventure of Gil Bias of Santillane ; tr. by T. 
Smollett. Lond. Cunningham, 1S26. 4v . 16° . 
734 Lessing (G. F. ) The Laokoon and other prose writings of Lessings; 
tr.byW.B. Ronnfeldt. Lond. Scott, n. d. 2S9p. 16° . (Scott libr-
ary) /f.A.n, f37~<f; IJ 
735 Longus. Daphnis and Chloe. Lond. Vizetelly, n. d . 155p. S0 • 
(Choice illustrated books of the eighteenth century) 
736 Loti (P. ) Le livre de la pi tie de la mort. Par. Cal mann Levy, 
n.d. 32lp. 12° . (Bibliotheque contemporaine) 
737 Lucian. Trips to the moon . Lond. Cassell, n.d.192p.24° (Cassell's 
national library) 
73S Machiavelli. English translation . A ma nuscript. 174s.1662 . 12° . 
739 Maeterlinck (M.) The double garden ; tr. by A. T. de Mattos. 
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Lond. Allen, 1904 . 293p. 12° . f:m;if!..:b I) 
740 Maeterlinck (M. ) The life of the bee ; tr.by A.Sutro. Lond. 
Allen, 1906 . 336p. 12° . 
741 Maeterlinck ( M. ) Aglavaine and Selysette tr. by A.Sutro, w . 
in trod.by J.W. Mackail. Lond. Allen, 1908 . 179p. 16° . 
742 Maeterlinck (M.) Monna Vanna ; tr.by A. I.du Pont Coleman. 
N.Y . Harper, 1903. 144p. 12° . fN!'k.:b I) 
743 Maeterlinck (M. ) Pelleas et Melisande ; Alladine et Palomides; 
In terieur;La mort de Tintagiles. Par. Calmann Levy, 1908. 244p . 
12° . (Theatre II) . 
744 Maisch (R. ) A manual of Greek antiquities; tr. by L. D. Barnett. 
Lond. Dent, 1903. 175p. 16° . (Temple primers) 
745 Machen ( A. ) The Heptameron ; tr .by A. Machen. Lond. Routled-
ge, 1905. 392p. 8° . 
746 Marcou (F.L. ) Morceaux choisis des classiques fran\a is, des XVIe, 
XVIIe, XVIIIe. et XIXe siccles . Par. Garnier , 1890 . 2v. 16° . 
747 Maupassant (G. de) A woman's soul; tr. by H. Blanchamp. Lond . 
Greening, 1907. 292p . 16° . (Lotus library) ;t}.A.;h, ftk~i!;;l) 
748 Maupassant (G.de) 
1904 . 291p. 16° . 
Works; tr. by G. B.Ives . N. Y . Putnam, 
(Little French masterpieces) ~An. f.JH.lil.:b I) 
749 Maupassant (G.de) Pierre and Jean; w.a critical introd., by the 
Earl of Crewe . Lond. Heinemann , 1902 . 235p. 8° . ( A century 
of French romance) ~'T- .A.A~. f.JH:)j(,:b I) 
750 Maupassant (G.de) Les dimanches d1un bourgeois de Paris . Par. 
Ollendorff, 1906 . 189p. 12° . (OEuvres completes illustrees de 
Guy de Maupassant) 
751 Merejkowski (D. S . ) The death of gods; tr. by H. Trench. Lond. 
Constable, 1904 . 463p . 16° . ~~T-A.h. , f)j~;if!.i!b I) 
752 Merejkowski (D. S . ) The forerunner ; tr. by H. Trench. Lond . 
Constable, 1905. 463p . 16° . (Colonial library) ~~T-An . f§?~;if!..:b I) 
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753 Merejkowski (D. S.) Peter and Alexis ; tr. by H. Trench . Lond. 
Constable, 1905. 556p. 12° . ~i}Att, {~;;j';Jjlil.) I) 
754 Merejkowski (D. S . ) Tolstoi as man and artist, wi th an essay on 
Dostolevski . Lond. Constable, 1902. 310p. 12° . W*~lilb 1J 
755 (Ibsen.) Merejkowski (D.S.) The life-work ofHenrik Ibsen;tr. by 
G.A.Mounsey. Lond. Moring , n.d. 72p . 16° . #n01<b 1J 
756 Merimee (P.) Works;tr.by G.B.Ives . N.Y. Putnam, 1903 . 247p. 
16°. (Little French masterpieces) 3AttilbiJ 
757 Moliere. The dramatic works of Moliree;tr. by C.H.Wall. Lond. 
Bell, 1883-87. 3v. 12° . (Bohn's standard library) 
758 Montaigne (M. de.) Essays of Montaigne ; Florio's translation, 
selected a.ed.w . a prefatory notebyP. Cimbb. Lond. Scott, n.d. 
280p. 16°. (Scott library) 
759 (Voltaire.) Morley (J.) Voltaire. Lond. Macmillan , 1886. 365p. 
16° . =;!J:}..tt, fX~~ilb 1J 
760 Murger (H.) The Latin quarter;tr.by E . Marriage & J .Selwyn,w. 
introd. by A. Symons. Lond . Greening, 1908. 402p. 16°. 
(Lotus library) 
761 Musset (A. de.) Comedies by Alfred de Musset ; tr. a . ed. w. in-
trod.by S.L.Gwynn. Lond. Scott, n.d . 199p. 16°. (Scott lib-
rary) ~An, 1't*Jil<b IJ 
762 Pholps (W.L.) Essays on Russian novelists. N.Y . Macmillan , 
1911. 322p. 12° . 
763 Plutarch. Plutarch's lives. Roman section; tr. by }.Langhorne . 
Lond. Warne, n.d. 2v. 12° . (Chanda's classics) 
764 Poushkin (A. S.) The prose tales of Alexander Poushkin ; tr. by 
T.Keane. Lond. Bell, 1896. 466p. 16° . (Bohn's standard libra-
ry) 
765 Prevost (M.) Feminites . Par. Lemerre, 1910. 302p. 12° . {~YK;l}l 
il.)IJ 
766 (D'Annunzio G.) Puttkamer (A. von) Gabriel D'Annunzio. Berl . 
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Schuster & Loeffler, 92p. 16°. (Dichtung) ft~;Jl~'? 
767 Rabelais (F. de.) The works of Francis Rabelais; tr. bySir T. Ur-
quhart & Motteaux . Lond. Bohn , 1863-67. 2v. 12° . 
768 Rostand (E.) Cyrano de Bergerac; tr. by G. Thomas & M. F. Gui-
llemard. Lond . Heinemann, 1907. 294p. 16° . 
769 Rostand (E. ) The Fantasticks; tr.by G.Fleming. Lond . Heine-
mann, 1900. 146p. 16° . 
770 Rousseau (J. J. ) Confessions. Lond. Sisley, n.d. 272p. 160. 
(Sisley books) 
771 Rousseau (J. J. ) Emile. Par. Garnier, 565p. 16°. 
772 Rutherford (J. ) The troubadours : their loves and their lyrics . 
Lond. Smith, 1873 . 356p. 12° . 
773 Sarli (S . ) Gul istan:or ,flower garden ;tr.w.an essay by J.Ross ,w. 
a note upon the translator by C.Sayle. Lond . Scott, n.d. 31lp. 
16° . (Scott library) 
774 Sainte Beauve (C.A. ) The essays of Sainte-Beauve;ed . w.critical 
memoir by W. Sharp. Lond. Gibbings, 1901. 3v. 16°. 
fJJ*Jil~ '? 
775 Sainte- Beauve (C. A. ) Essays of Sainte- Beauve; tr.w.introd . by 
E .Lee . Loud. Scott, 265p. 16° . (Scott library) ·;!]:,A.h, ft~ 
~'? 
776 Sienkiewicz (H. ) Quo vadis;tr.by S.A.Binion & S. Malevsky. 
Lond. Routledge, 1901. 512p. 12° . ft~~ '? 
777 Sismondi (J .C. L. S .de. ) Historical view of the literature of the 
south of Europe ; tr. w. notes , a . a life of the author by T. Roscoe. 
Lond. Bohn , 1846. 2v. 16°. (Bohn's standard library) 
778 Smith (Sir W. ) A classical dictionary of Greek and Roman biogra-
phy , mythology, a nd geography ( based on the larger dictionaries); 
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789 Tchekhoff (A.P. ) The black monk and other stories ; tr.by R.E. 
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790 Tchekhoff ( A. P. ) The kiss and other stories; tr. by R.E .C. Long. 
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792 Turgenev ( I. S.) The novels of Ivan Turgenev;tr.by C.Garnett. 
Lond. Heinemann , 1906. 15v . 16°. (Large type fine- papered .) 
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793 Turgenev ( I. S.) Tourgueneff and his French circle; ed . a. arranged 
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814 Fischel (0.) & Boehn (M. von . ) Modes and manners of the nine-
teenth century ; as represented in the pictures anp engravings of 
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560p . 12°. 
g19 Mallet (C.E.) The French revolution. Lond. Murray, 1897. 307p. 
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834 Bergson (H.) Time and free will ; tr. by F. L. Pogson. Lond. 
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~~~ ':.> 
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g50 Flammarion (C . ) Mysterious psychic forces. Lond. Fisher Unwin, 
1907. 466p. 12° . 
851 George (H.) Progress and poverty. Lond. Kegan Paul, 1g84. 406p . 
12°. 
g52 Giddings (F. H.) The elements of sociology. N.Y. Macmillan, 
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g53 Groos (K. ) The play of man; tr.w.the author's cooperation, by E. 
L.Baldwin; w .a preface by J. M.Baldwin. Lond. Heinemann, 
1901. 412p. 12° . )!},A.;h, t»~ilb I) 
854 Guyau (J.M.) L'art au point de vue sociologique . Par. Alcan, 
1909. 3g8p. 8°. )!}.A;h, f.JJK~iJb I) 
855 Hegel (G.W .F) HegeVs phenomenology ofmind;tr.by J.B.Baillie. 
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g55 Hirn (Y. ) The origins of art. Lond. Macmillan, 1900. 331p. go . 
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g57 Hobhouse (L. T . ) Mind in evolution. Lond. Macmillan, 1901. 
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859 Hume (D. ) Essays : moral, political , and li terary;ed. w .preliminary 
dissertations a .notes by T.H.Green & T.H.Grose . Lond.Long-
mans, 1882. 2v. 8° . 
860 James (W.) The principles of psychology. Lond. Macmillan, 
1901. 2v. 8° . t.Wr0l~ '? 
861 James (W.) The varieties of religious experience. Lond . Long-
mans, 1902. 534p. 8°. i!}/\;/1., ~~i!b '? 
862 James (W. ) A pluralistic universe. Lond. Longmans, 1909. 405p. 
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863 Kempis (T. a) Imitation of Christ. Lond. Scott, n.d . 277p . 
24° . 1!}/\;/1., f)}~~ilb'? 
864 Kidd (B.) Social evolution . Lond . Macmilla n, 1S9S. 3S5p . S0 • 
fir .A tt. ftK;J;l i!b '? 
865 Kidd (B. ) The principles of western civilization . Lond. Mac-
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866 Knight (W . ) The philosophy of the beautiful. Lond . Murray, 
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867 Kuroda (S . ) Outlines of the Mahayana as taught by Buddha ; tr. 
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S6S Lang (A. ) Myth, ritual and religion. Lond . Longmans . 1S99. 
2v . 12°. (Silver library) 
869 Le Bon (G . ) The psychology of socialism. Lond. Fisher Unwin , 
1899. 415p. S0 • :;_!}_A;/1., tn~~'? 
870 Lecky (W.E .H. ) History of European morals; from Augustus to 
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872 Lodge (Sir 0. ) The survival of man : a study in unrecognised 
human faculty. Lond. Methuen, 1910. 357p. 8°. 
873 Lotze (H. ) Outlines of metaphysic:dictated portions of the lectures 
of Hermann Lotze ; tr. a. ed . by. G. T. Ladd. Bost. Ginn. 18g6. 
166p. 12°. 
g7 4 Marx ( K. ) Capital ; trans. fr. the third German ed. by S. Moore & 
E.Aveling. Lond. Sonnenschein, 1902. g16p. go. (International 
library) 
g75 (Hegel. ) McTaggart (J.M.E. ) Studies in the Hegelian dialectic. 
Camb.Univ.Press, 1g96. 259p. 8° . 
876 (Hegel. ) McTaggart (J . M.E. ) A commentary on Hegel's logic. 
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g77 Menzies (A.) History of religion. Lond. Murray, 1900. 438p. 
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87g Mill (J.S . ) Utilitarianism. Lond. Longmans, 1g64. 96p. 8° . 
879 Mill CJ .S.) Three essays on religion : nature, utility of religion, 
and theism. Lond. Longmans, 1874. 257p. 8° . '(57~Jj[Gl!>IJ 
880 Mill (J. S. ) and Spencer (H . ) Selections from J. S. Mill's political 
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1896. 226p. 12°. 
881 Misawa (T. ) Modern educators and their ideals. N.Y. Appleton, 
1909. 304p. 12° . 
gg2 Morgan (C.L . ) An introduction to comparative psychology . Lond. 
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883 Muirhead (J. H. ) The elm en ts of ethics ; revised a. enlarged ed. 
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-i!l.A.n. m~il!> fJ 
884 Munster berg (H. ) Psychology and crime. Lond. Fisher Unwin, 
1909. 269p. 12° . 
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-;!_}A_;h, ffl~ilf> 9 
886 Pascal (B . ) The thoughts of Blaise Pascal ; tr. by C. Kegan Paul. 
Lond. Bell , 1905. 356p. 16°. 
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889 Plato. Selections from Plato, from the translation of Sydenham 
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890 Plato. The republic of Plato; tr. by T.Taylor, ed.w. introd .by 
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893 Ribot (T. ) Essay on the creative imagina-tion ; tr. by A.H.N. 
Baron. Chic. Open Court, 1906. 370p. 12° . f37*~ilf> l) 
894 (Longinus) Roberts (W. R) Longinus on the sublime ; tr. w. In-
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895 Santayana (G. ) The life of reason; or, the phases of human pro-
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)!}.A.;h, f1J*~ilf> 9 
896 Santayana (G. ) The sense of beauty. N. Y. Scribner, 1907. 275p. 
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897 Schopenhauer (A. ) Essays of Schopenhauer;tr.by Mrs .R.Dircks . 
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898 Scripture (E. W . ) The new psychology . Lond. Scott, 1897. 500p. 
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900 Sidgwick (H. ) The methods of ethics. Lond. Macmilla n , 1901. 
526p. 8° . /i-A.h, ft~Jil~ fJ 
901 Smith (W . ) A dictionary of the Bible. Lond. Murray, 3 v. 8° . 
902 Starbuck (E. D. ) The psychology of religion . Lond. Scott , 1901. 
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903 Stout (G .F.) Analytic psychology . Lond. Sonnenschein , 1896 . 
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904 Tiele (C .P.) and others . Religious systems of the world. A contr-
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address delivered at South Place Institute by C. P. Tiele and 
others. 
library) 
Lond. Sonnenschein , 1901. 824p. 8° . (International 
905 Ueberweg (F. ) A history of philosophy, from Thales to the present 
time; tr.fr.the fourth German ed .by G.S.Morris, w.additions by 
N .Porter. Lond. Hodder & Stoughton, 1872- 74. 2v. 8° . (Theo--
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908 Ward (L.F . ) Dynamic sociology. N .Y . Appleton, 1907. 2v. 
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911 Wundt (W . ) Principles of physiological psychology ; tr. by E.B. 
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12° . 
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931 Mercier (C.) Sanity and insanity. Lond. Scott, 1890. 395p. 12°. 
(Contemporary science series) 
932 M'l{endrick (J.G. ) and Snodgrass (W. ) The physiology of the 
senses. Lond. Murray, 1898. 309p. 12° . ( University extension 
manuals) 
933 Miyake (T. ) Studies on the mecoptera of Japan . 10 plates and 6 
text- figurs . Tokyo, 1913. 136p. 4° . (Repr. fr. the Journal of 
the College of Agriculture, Imp. Univ. of Tokyo, Japan. Vol.4, 
No.6) 
934 Moll ( A. ) Hypnotism. Lond. Scott, 1901. 448p. 12° . (Conte-
mporary science series) 
935 Nisbet (J.F.) Marriage and heredity Lond . Ward & Downey, 
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936 Podmore (F . ) Apparitions and thought-tra nsference : an examina-
tion of the evidence for telepathy Lond. Scott, 1894. 401p. 12° . 
(Contemporary science series) 
937 The scientific and technical Reader. Tokyo, Maruzen , 1902. 222p. 
12° . 
938 Terada (T. ) A note on resonance box . 1904. 6p . 4°. (Repr .fr. 
T okyo Sugaku- Buturi-gakkwai Kizi-Gaiyo. Vol. 2, No .16) 
939 Terada (T. ) On the whistle produced by the vibration of a liquid 
drop, and its applicat ion, 1905. 6p. 4° . (Repr. fr . Tokyo Sugakti-
Buturi-gakkwai Kizi-Gaiyo . Vol. 2, No.26) 
940 Terada (T. ) Notes on the vibration of drum . T he volcano of 
Oshima , its past and presents . Tokyo, 1908. 4°. (Repr. fr .Tokyo 
Sugaku- Buturi-gakkwai Kizi- Gaiyo. Vol. 2, No . 21. & T okyo Su 
gaku- Buturi-gakkwai Kizi, Vol .4, No .15) 
941 Terada (T. ) & Okochi (M.) Some photographs of projectiles in 
flight. The volcano of Oshima, its past a nd present. 1908 . 17p . 
4° . (Repr. fr. Tokyo Sugaku-Buturi-gakkwai Kizi. Ser.II, Vol.4 , 
No. 15, 17) 
942 Terada (T . ) Accoustical investigation of the Japanese bamboo 
pipe ,syakuhati . Tokyo, Toky hnp. Univ . 1907. 34p. 4° . (Journal 
of the College of Sci. , Imp. Univ.of Tokyo, Japan . Vol. 21, Art. 
10) 
943 Thomson (J. A.) T he science of life : an outline of the history of 
biology and its recent advances . Lond. Blackie, 246p . 12° . (Vic-
torian era series) f~~;ilti!.; I) 
944 Thomson (J. A) The study of animal life . Lond. Murray, 1901. 
375p. 16° . (University extension manuals) 
945 Tyndall (J. ) & Helmholz (H. ) Selections from Tyndall's frag-
ments of science and Helmholtz's popular scientific lectures. 
Tokyo, Maruya, 1896. 231p. 12° . 
946 Watkins (M.G. ) Gleanings from the natural history of the ancie-
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nts. Lond. Elliot Stock. 1SS5 . 25Sp. S0 • 
947 Weismann (A.) The germ-plasm :a theory of heredity; tr.by W. 
Newton Parker & H.Ronnefeldt. Lond. Scott, 1S93. 477p . 16° . 
(Contemporary science series) )l}A;h, {9,'~~0 1) 
94S White (G. ) The natural history of Selborne; w .a preface by R . 
Jefferies . Lon d. Scott, n. d. 366p. 16°. (Scott library) 
5 ~ ~ Art 
949 Audsley (W . ) & (C. G.) Handbook of Christian symbolism . Lond. 
Day, 1865. 145p. 12°. 
950 Bayliss (Sir W.) Five great painters of the Victorian era. Lond. 
Sampson Low, 1902. 160p. S0 • -..!JAn. f-)]~01J 
951 Blake (W.) Illustrations of the Book of Job. Lond. Methuen, 
1903 . 21p. 16° . (Illustrated pocket library of plain & coloured 
books) 
952 Brown (G·B.) The fine arts. Lond. Murray, 1S91. 321p. 16°. 
(University extension series) =;:tJA.:h. fJ7~01J 
953 Conway (Sir W. M. ) The domain of art. Lond. Murray, 1901. 
170p. so. ~!JAn. m*~<e> 'J 
954 Dimock (A.) The cathedral church of St. Paul. An account of the 
old and new buildings with a short historical sketch . Lond. Bell, 
1900. 14Sp. 12°. (Bell's cathedral series) 
955 English water-colour;ed . by C.Holme. Lond. "The Studio", 1902. 
{
0
• Pt . 7. ("Studio" library) 
956 Haddon (A.C. ) Evolution in art,as illustrated by the life-histories 
of designs. Lond. Scott, 1S95. 364p. 16° . (Contemporary science 
series) ).!} A ;h, it~~ 0 'J 
957 Hogarth (W.) William. The works of Hogarth; in a series of en-
gravings ; w. descriptions a.a comment on their moral tendency 
by ] .Trusler. Lond. Jones, 1833. 2v . 4° . 
958 Holbein (H . ) The dance of death; illustrated in 48 plates . Lond. 
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Hamilton, 1gg7. go . 
959 Kley (H.) S kizzenbuch. Mun. Langen, n.d . 64p. 4°. 
360 Loewy (E. ) The rendering of nature in early Greek art ; tr. by 
].Fothergill. Lond. Duckworth, 1907. 109p. 12° . Wr~~ l) 
961 Lubke (W. ) History of art; tr.by F.E.Bunnett. Lond . Smith, 
1g74. 2v. 8° . 
962 Mauclair (C . ) The French impressionists (1860- 1900) ; tr.by P.G. 
Konody. Lond . Duckworth, 21lp. 24°. (Popular l!brary of art ) 
ftr~~ I) 
963 Miller (F.) Pictures in the Wallace colletion. Lond. Pearson, 
1902. 228p . 4°. 
964 Millet (J .F.) Reproductions in 12 plates. f0 • 
965 Morris (W.) & others. Lecturss on art ; delivered in support of 
the Society f. the Protection of Ancient Building, by W .Morris a. 
others. Lond. Macmillan . 18g2. 232p. 12° . 
966 Morris (W . ) Art and its producers , and the ar ts and crafts of 
today . Lond. Longmans, 1901. 47p . 12°. 
967 National Gallery. A catalogue of the National Gallery of British 
art. (Tate Gallery) ; ed. w . introd. by L .Cust. Lond. Eyre & 
Spottiswoode, n.d. 48p. go . 
968 National Gallery . Pictures. Lond. "Pall Mall Gazette" Office, n .d . 
96p. go. (Pall Mall Gazette "Extra11). 
969 National Gallery. An abridged catalogue of the pictures in the 
National Gallery. Foreign schools. Lond. Her Majesty1s S ta-
tionary Office, 189g. 2g9p. 12° . 
970 Newnes art library. Lond. Newnes, 15v. go . 'W~~ I) 
971 Old London. 37 illustrations. Lond. 1900 . 4° . 
972 One hundred masters of the present day. Pt. 1. Munich art .- I . 
Glasg. Gowans & Gray,1902. f0 • 
973 Representative art of our time ; ed. by C.Holme. Lond. Office of 
"The Studio". 1903. ( "St udio" library) 
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974 Rossetti (H.M.D. ) Dante,Gabriel, Rossetti. Lond. Virtue , 1902, 
£0 (The easter art annual) 
975 Royal Academy pictures and sculpture. Lond. Cassell, 1910. 4gp. 
4o . 
976 Royal Academy and New Gallery pictures. Lond. Black & White, 
1909. 120p. 4°. 
977 Roya] Academy of Arts. Exhibition of works by the old masters 
including a special collection of paintings and drawings by Clau-
de, a catalogue. Wintr exhibition. Year 33. Lond. Clowes, 1902 . 
6gp , go. 07~*J0 1) 
97g Roya] Academy. A catalogue of the exhibition of the Royal Ac-
ademy of Arts. 134 . Lond. The Acad. 1902. 15gp. 24° . 
~.A;hJ01) 
979 Ruskin (J.) Modern painters. Lond. Allen , 1g9g- 1902. 6v. 12° . 
~,A;h, fjy~J!>I) 
9go Sharp (W. ) & (E.A. ) Progress of art in the century. Toronto, 
Linscott , 1906. 456p. 12° . (Nineteenth century series) fJY~,ljtJ01) 
9g1 The Studio. Nos.93-2go, Dec.1900- July.1916. 165 numbers. ( 23 
numbers, including those for 1903, wanting) . 44v. 4° . 
9g2 Studio special numbers. modern Britsh domestic architecture and 
decolaton. 19v . 4°. 
9g3 Turner (J.M.W. ) Liber studiorum . 70 plates . Lond. Newnes, n. 
d. go , 
9g4 Waldstein (C .) Art in the nineteenth century. Camb. Univ.Press, 
1903. 91p. 12° . :;!},A;h, f;i;~,Ji!.J01) 
9g5 WinckeJmann (1 .] . ) Histoire de l'ar t chez les anciens, par Winckel-
mann ; tr .de l'allemand, avec des notes historiques et critiques 
de differens auteurs . Par. Bossnge, 1g02. 2v . 4° . 
6 m ~ Linguistics 
9g6 (Shakespeare.) Abbott (E . A.) A Shakespearian grammar . Lond. 
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Macmillan, 1SSS. 51lp. 16°. 
9S7 Abbott (E .A. ) How to write clarly ; rules a.exercises on English 
composition ; compiled by S.Katsumata. Tokyo, Japan Times, 
1S92. 5Sp. 16°, 
9SS Adams (E.) The elements elements of the English language. 
Lond. Bell, 1SSO. 253p. 12° . 
9S9 Annandale (C.) The concise English dictionary ; literary, scien-
tific, and technical. New a. enlarged ed. Lond. Blackie, 1900. 
S4Sp. 12°. 
990 Bailey (R. W.) The scholar's companion ; containing exercises in 
the orthography, derivation, a.classicification of Engl. words. 
Phil. Butler, 1S72. 312p. 16°. 
991 Baldwin (C . S.) The inflections and syntax of the Morte D' Arthur 
of Sir Thomas Malory. Bost. Ginn, 1S94. 156p. 12°. 
992 Barrere (A.) & Leland (C.G.) A dictionary of slang, jargon and 
cant. Lond. Bell , 1S97. 2v. 12° . t3H;llt~ '? 
993 Blair (H. ) Lectures on rhetoric and belles lettres. 
637p. so. :;:!}A.tt, f;iH;llt~ '? 
Lond. 1S24. 
994 Bohn (H.G.) 
583p. 16°. 
995 Brewer (E.C.) 
enlarged ed. 
996 Brewer (E.C.) 
and stories. 
A hand-book of proverbs. 
(Bohn's reference library) 
Lond. Bell , 1S93. 
Dictionary of phrase and fable ; rev . , corrected, a. 
Lond. Cassell. 1S96. 1440p. so. 
The reader's handbook of allusions, references, plots 
Lond. Chatto & Windus, 1S92. 1399p. 16° . 
997 Brewer (E.C. ) A dictionary of miracles; imitatives, realistic, a. 
dogmatic. Lond. Chatto & Windus, 1SS4. 5S2p. 12°. 
99S (Milton . ) Bridges (R. ) & Stone (W.J.) Milton's prosody:classical 
metres in English verse. Lond. Frowde, 1901. 175p. 12°. 
999 Brinkley (F.) and Nanjo (F.) An unabridged Japanese-English 
dictionary. Tokyo, Sanseido, 1S96. 16S7p. S0 • 
1000 (Shakespeate) Browne (G.H. ) Notes on Shakespeare's versifi-
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cation. Bost. Ginn, 1901. 34p. 12°. 
1001 Bustamante (F .C.) Diccionario Ingles-Espafiol y Espafiol- Ingles. 
Par . Garnier Hermanos , 1889. 24°. 2v. 
1002 Cassell's German pronouncing dictionary. 
884p. 12°. 
Lond. Cassell, 1886. 
1003 CasselVs Latin dictionary. Latin-English and English-Latin;rev. 
by J .R.V.Marchant & J.F.Charles. Lond. Cassell , 1892. 927p. 
12°. 
1004 The Century dictionary . Lond. The Times, 1902. 10v. 4°. 
1005 Christy (R.) Proverbs, maxims and phrases of all ages . N . Y. 
Putuam, 1898. 1267p. 16°. (Popular edition) 
1006 Connor CJ.) Manuel de conversation, en franc;ais, en allemand, et 
en angla is . Heidelberg, Groos, 1910 . 286p. 16°. (Methode Gaspey-
Otto-Sauer) 
1007 Conversations in English and Japanesse. Tokyo, Kaishindo, 1887. 
972p. 16°. 
1008 Cook (A.M.) Macmillan's Latin course. Pt. 1. Lond. Macmillan, 
1894. 34lp.16°. 
1009 Cook (A.M.) and Pantin (W.E.P.) Macmillan's Latin course. 
Pt.2. Lond. Macmillan , 1893. 420p. 16°. 
1010 Dixon CJ. M.) Dictionary of idiomatic English phrases, specially 
designed for the use of Japanese students. Tokyo, Kyoeki-
shosha, 1887. 352p. 8°. {!}A.;h;j; f) 
1011 Dixon CJ. M.) English lessons for Japanese students. Tokyo, Kyo-
yeki-shosha, 1886. 143p. 16°. :~A. h. {~;~JR<lb f) 
1012 Dixon CJ. M.) English composition. Tokyo, Hakubunsha, 1889. 
304p. 16°. (Hakubunsha series of English text- book . No. 1) 
fiA.n. 13HJR<lb '? 
1013 Dixon CJ. M.) Teacher's companion to No.1. English composition. 
Tokyo, Hakubunsha, 1889. 237p. 16°. (Hakubunsha series of 
English text- book. No.2) 
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1014 Dixon ( J. M.) English letter-writing. Tokyo, Hakubunsha, 1890 . 
217p. 16° . (Hakubunsha series of English text-booke No.3.) 
1015 Dixon (J. M. ) How to use the articles ; how to use "shall" and 
"will". Tokyo, Kokumin-Eigakukwai, 1892. 42p. 12° . :;:!}.An 
~~ 
1016 Donaldson (J. W . ) A complete Greek grammar. Camb. Deighton, 
1862. 668p. 8°. 
1017 (Shakespeare.) Dyce (A.) Glossary to the works of William 
Shakespeare. Lond. Sonnenschein, 1893. 519p. 8°. 
1018 Earle (J. ) A simple grammar of English, now in use. Lond . 
Smith, 1898 . 297p. 12° . 
1019 Earle (J) English prose, its elements, history,and usage . Lond . 
Smith, 1890. 530p. go . m~~ ~ 
1020 Edwards (E . ) Words, facts, and phrases : a dictionary of curious, 
quaint , and out-of-the-way matters . Lond. Chatto & Windus, 
1884. 631p. 12°. 
1021 Elwall (A.) Dictionnaire fran~ais-anglais et angla is-fran<;ais . Par. 
Delalain , 1907- 09. 2v. 12°. 
1022 Farmer (J. S.) and Henley (W. E.) A dictionary of slang and collo--
quial English. Lond. Routledge, 1905. 534p. 8°. 
1023 Feller (F. E. ) Nuovo dizionario porta tile. Italiano-Inglese e Inglese-
Italiano. Lond . Routledge, n.d. 391p. 24° . 
1024 Feller (F . E. ) Neuestes Tasch en-Wor terbuch ; Deutsch und Eng-
lisch. Vol.2. Deutsch-Englisch. Lpz. T eubner, 1895 . 425p. 
24° . 
1025 Fowler (H.W. ) & (F .G. ) The king's English. Oxf. Clarendon, 
1906. 370p. 12°. 
1026 Fuuk & Wagnalls. New standard dictionary of the English lang-
uage . N .Y. Funk & Wagnalls, 1914. 2916p. 4°. 
1027 Gaspey (T. ) Englische Konversations-Grammatik; neubearb. v .H. 
Runge . Heidelb. Groos, 1901. 205p. 12°. ill .An, f?H~l~ I) 
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1028 Halliwell (J. 0. ) A dictionary of archaic and provincial words. 
Lond . Reeves & Turber, 1889. 8° . 2v . 
1029 Hamilton (H. ) and Legros (E .) Dictionnaire international fran<;ais-
anglais. Par. Fouraut, 1876. 903p. 8°. 
1030 Haven (E.O.) Rhetoric : a text-book, designed for use in school 
and colleges, and for private study . N.Y. Harper, 1874 . 387p. 
12°. 
1031 Hill (A.S.) The foundations of rhetoric. N.Y. American Book 
Co. 1893. 375p. 12v , 
1032 Hill (A.S.) The principles of rhetoric . N.Y. American Book Co. 
1895. 431p. 12°, 
1033 Hood (T. ) A practical guide to English versification . 4.ed .of a 
new a.enlarged ed. Lond. Hogg, 1892. 239p. 16°. 
1034 Hunter (W.) An Anglo-Saxon grammar, and derivatives; w. proofs 
of the Celtic dialects' being of eastern origin ; a. an analysis of 
the style of Chaucer, Douglas, a.Spenser. Lond . Longman, 
1832. 84p. 8°. 
1035 Imbrie (W.) Handbook of English- Japanese etymology. Tokyo, 
Torindow, 1884. 207p. 12°. :;:'}.A.h., Wk;\R~ I) 
1036 Jamieson (J.) A dictionary of the Scottish language ; abridged by 
J . Johnstone. Edinb. Tait, 1846. 775p . 8°. 
1037 Ker (J .B.) An essay on the archaeology of our popular phrases, 
and nursery rhymes . Lond. Longman, 1837. 2v. 16°. {'J~;k~~ I) 
1038 Liddell & Scott . A lexicon ; abridged fr. Liddell a . Scotts' Greek-
English lexicon. Oxf. Clarendon, 1892. 804p. 12°. 
1039 March (F. A . ) Method of philological study of the English lang-
uage. N.Y. Harper , 1870 . 118p. 12° . 
1040 Mayor (J.B.) Chapters on English metre. Camb. Univ. Press, 
1901. 308p. 8°. 
1041 Morris (R. ) Historical outlines of English accidence ; rev. by L. 
Keller. Lond . Macmillan. 1899. 463p. 16°. 
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1042 Morris (R . ) 
492 p. 16°. 
Specimens of early English. Oxf. Clarendon , 1S67. 
(Clarendon Press Series.) 
1043 Nares (R.) A glossary : or, collection of words phrases, names, 
a.allusions to customs, proverbs, etc., which have been thought 
to require illustration , in the works of English authors, particu-
larly Shakespeare and his contemporaries. Lond. Smith , 1S59. 
2v . S0 • 
1044 Nesfield (].C . ) English grammar, past and present. Lond. Ma-
cmillan, 1S9S. 470p . 16°. 
1045 Otto (F. ) French conversation-grammar rev . by J . Wright. 
Heidelb . Groos, 1S8S. 394p. 12°. 
1046 Phillips (E . ) The new world of words or, a universal English 
dictionary . 6. ed . ; rev. , corrected a. improved by J . Kersey. 
Lond . 1706. f0 • 
1047 (Shakespeare) Phin CJ.) The Shakespears cyclopaedia and new 
glossary ; w. introd.by E.Dowden. Lond. Kegan Paul, 1902. 
42Sp. 12° . 
104S Pulman (W .) How to learn a foreign language. Manchester, 
Heywood, n.d. 66p. 16°. 
1049 Rowe (F .J.) and Webb (W.T.) Hints on the study of English. 
Lond . Macmillan, 1903. 376p. 16°. 
1050 Roget (P .M. ) Thesaurus of English words and phrases. New ed. ; 
enlarged a. improved by J. L. Roget. Phil. Lippincott, 1S79. 271-
index 12° . 
1051 Sauer (C . M.) Italian conversation-grammar. Heidelb . Groos, 1S70. 
3S1p. 12° . tt~~ IJ 
1052 (Shakespeare . ) Schmidt (A.) Shakespeare--Lexikon . Berl. Reimer, 
1SS6. 2v . S0 • 
1053 Seymour (T .N. ) Easy grammar lessons for Japanese students . 
Tokyo, Maruya, 1S92 . 93p . 16° . 
1054 Skeat (W .W. ) Principles of English etymology . Oxf. Clarendon, 
1S91-92. 12° . (Clarendon press series . ) 
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1055 Skeat (W. W . ) A primer of English etymology. Oxf. Clarendon, 
1898. 112p. 16° . (Clarendon Press Series. ) 
1056 Skeat (W. W .) A concise etymological dictionary of the English 
language . Oxf. Clarendon, 1894. 633p. 12°. (Clarendon press 
series . ) 
1057 A dictionary of modern slang, cant, and vulgar words ; by a 
London antiquary. Lond . Rotten , 1860. 
1058 Smith (C . J. ) Synonyms and antonyms : or, kindred words a. their 
opposites. Lond . Bell, 1895. 406p. 16° . (Bolm's reference library) 
1059 Smith (C .J .) Synonyms discriminated ; ed.by H. P. Smith. 
Lond . Bell, 1895 . 781p. 8°. 
1060 Smith (L. ) and Hamilton (H. ) The international English and 
French dictionary. Par . Fouraut, 1875 . 798 p. 8° . 
1061 Specimens of modern English prose . Tokyo, Kobunsha, 1905. 92p. 
12°. ~·~~~I) 
1062 Sweet (H. ) A new English grammar, logical and historical. Oxf. 
Clarendon, 1892-98. 2v 12° (Clarendon press series . ) #}~~I) 
1063 Trench (R.C. ) English, past and present. 1l.ed., revised. Lond. 
Macmillan, 1881. 388p. 16° . 
1064 Velasquez (M. ) and Simonne (T.) A new method of learning to 
read, write, and speak the Spanish language. Lond. Tri.ibner ,n. 
d. 558p. 16°. 
1065 Villatte (C.) Taschenworterbuch der franz6sischer und deutschen 
Sprache. Tl.l. Berl . Langenscheidt, n .d. 440p. 24°. tt'*~~ IJ 
1066 Walker (1.) The rhymig dictionary of the English language; rev . 
a.enlarged dy J.Longmuir. Lond. Routledge, n.d. 720p. 12°. 
1067 Ware (J.R.) Passing English of the Victorian era. Lond. Routle-
dge, n.d. 271p. 8°. 
1068 Webster's international dictionary of the English language ; rev. a. 
enlarged under the supervision of N. Porter. Lond. Bell , 1900. 
201lp. 4°. 
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1069 Wright (T.) Dictionary of obsolete and provincial English. Lond . 
Bell, 1893. 2v. (Bohn' s reference library) 
7 • :f1 . Miscellaneous 
1070 Baedeker's Great Britain. Lpz. Baedeker, 1897. 556p. 24° . 
1071 Baedeker's London and its environs. Lpz. Baedeker, 1898. 438p. 
24°. 
1072 Baedeker's northern France. Lpz. Baedeker, 1899. 424p. 24°. 
1073 Booth (J. ) Metrical epitaphs, ancient and modern ; ed . by Rev. J. 
Booth. Lond. Bickers, 1868. 215p. 24° . 
1074 Rrooks, Richard selected a .arranged. Helps to happiness. N.Y. 
Dodge, 1907. 172p. 12° . 
1075 Brooks, Richard. selected a. arranged . Poems of the heart. N.Y. 
Dodge, 1913. 152p. 12° . 
1076 Bulfinch (T. ) The age of fable. Lond. Routledge, 394 p. 24°. 
(New universal library) 
1077 Carlyle (T . ) Carlyle's house : illustrated descriptive catalogue of 
books, manuscripts, pictures, and furniture exhibited therein. 
Lond . Carlyle's House Memorial Trust, 1900. 118p. 16° . ft'f~ 
itbi.J 
1079 Dick (W. R. ) A short sketch of the Beauchamp Tower, Tower 
of London and also a guide to the inscriptions and devices left on 
the wall thereof. Lond. Bemrose, n.d. 48p. 12° . 
1080 Dickens's dictionary of London. Lond. Macmillan, 1887. 270p. 16° . 
1081 Allaboutetiquette . Lond. Ward,Lock&Boween . n.d. 184p. 16° . 
1082 Everybody's book of riddles and conundrums. Lond. Russell, n.d. 
160p . 24°. (Saxon's everybodys series) 
1083 Everbody's book of jokes. 
xon's everybody's series) 
Lond . Saxon, 1897. 189p. 24 ° . (Sa-
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10S4 Everybody's book of proverbs and quotations. Land . Russell , 1S90. 
160p. 24° . (Saxon's everybody's series) 
10S5 Everybody's book of epitaphs ; compiled by W. H. Howe. Land. 
Saxon, 1867. 192p. 24°. (Saxon's everybody's series) 
1086 Everybody's book of English wit and humour ; compiled by W .H. 
Howe . Land. Saxon, n.d. 192p. 24°. (Saxon's everybody's 
series) 
1087 Everybody's book of Irish wit and humour ; compiled by W .H.Howe. 
Land. Saxon, 1S90 . 192p. 24° . (Saxon's everybody' s series) 
1088 Everybody's book of Scotch wit and humour ; compiled by W .H. 
Howe . Land. Saxon, n.d. 192p. 24° . (Saxon' s everybody's 
series) 
1089 Five pieces on the European politics. Tokyo, Kobunsha, 1906. 76p. 
12° . 
1090 Grey (H. ) The classics for the million. Land. Long, 1S9S. 351p. 
16° . 
1091 Guide to the Westminster cathedral ; a brief survey of its history 
from 1865 to 1902. Land. Burns & Oates , 1902. 66p. 16° . 
1092 Haydn' s dictionary of dates and universal information. Land. Mo-
xon, 1S7S. S64p . S0 • 
1093 The Imperial album of sixty- four London views 
& s . 32p. 12° . 
pub.by H.A.A. 
1094 Korea. Annual report for 1907 on reforms and progress in Korea ; 
compiled by H. I. J. M1 s Residency General. Seoul . 1908. 140p. 4 o. 
1095 Lacombe (M.P. ) Arms and armour; tr.w.a preface , nates , a.one 
additional chapter on arms a.armour in England by C.Boutell. 
N .Y . Scribner , 1876. 296p. 12° . 
1096 Lippincott's pronouncing gazetteer : or ,geographical dictionary of the 
world ; ed . by J. Thomas & T . Baldwin. Phil. Lippincott, 1871. 
2317p. so. 
1097 Living London ; ed.by G.R. Sims . 33pts. Land. Cassell, 1901-02. 
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3v. 4° . (Pt.18, 24 , 32 wanting) 
1098 Macleod (F. ) Where the forest murmurs: nature essay. Lond. 
Office of "Country Life" , 1906. 349p. 12°. 
1099 The moral of flowers. Lond. Longman , 1836. 193p. 8° 
1100 Natsume (K. ) I am a cat; Chap.1- 2. ; tr.by K.Ando. Tokyo , 
Hattori, 1906. 133p. 12° . 
1101 O'Rell (M. ) John Bull and his island ; tr. by the author. Lond. 
Leadenhall Press, n d. 342p. 16° · (Cheap edition ) f.J'7~0l~ 'J 
1102 O'Rell (M.Biouet) John Bull & Co. Lond. Warne, 1899. 322p. 
16° )!}.An. m*.Jit~ IJ 
1103 Army and Navy Co-operative Society. Price list No .72. Sept. 1900. 
Lond. The Soc. 1900 . 1135p. 4 ° . 
1104 Sclater (P .L) Guide to the Gardens of the Zoological Society of 
London. Lond. Bradbury , 1900. 63p . 16°. 
1105 Smith (F. W. ) The florists' museum : a register of the newest a. 
most beautiful varieties of florists' flowers . Lond. Orr & Smith, 
n.d. 126p. 4° . 
1106 Sonnenchein (W. S . ) A reader's guide to contemporary literature. 
The first supplement to "The best books". Lond. Sonnenschein, 
1895. 775p. 8° . 
1107 Sonnenschein (W .S . ) The best books : a reader's guide to the 
choice of the best available books. 
1009p. 8° . 
Lond. Sonnenschein, 1896. 
1108 Standard reciter ; a collection of favourite pieces in prose a. verse, 
comic, pathetic , a .sentimental, suitable f.public or private pra-
ctice. Glasg. Cameron, 128p. 24° . :::!}.An~ I) 
1109 Swaysland (W. ) & others . Familiar wild birds ; illustrated by A. 
Thorburn. 20 pts . in 2v . Lond. Cassell, 1901. 2v . 
1110 Teikolm- Daigalm. Author catalogue of the Library of T eikoku-
Daigaku. Tokyo, T okyo Imp. Univ. 1891. 621p. 8° . 
1111 Timbs (J. ) The book of military anecdotes ; ed . by J. Timbs. 
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Lond. Routledge, 160p. 16°. (Routledge's anecdote library) 
1112 Timbs CJ.) The book of modern legal anecdotes ; ed. by J. Timbs. 
Lond. Routledge , 156p. 16°. (Routledge's anecdote library) 
1113 Tokyo Imperial University . Tokyo Imperial University calender 
( 1905-1906) . Tokyo , The Univ . 1906 . 420p . 12° . 
1114 Tower of London. Exterior views . Lond. Valentine, 16°. 
1115 Tyas (R. ) The language of flowers. 
224p. 12° . 
Lond. Routledge, 1S69 . 
1116 Warner (G . F.) Facsimiles of royal, historical, literary, and other 
autographs in the Depar tment of Manuscripts, British Museum ; 
ed.by G.F.Warner. 5series in 1. Lond. British Museum , 1S9S-
99. f 0 • 
1117 Wilkinson (Lady. ) Weeds and wild flowers: their uses, legends, 
and literature. Lond. Van Voorst, 1S5S. 421p. 16°. :;:!]:A.h.t I) 
117-B Phillips, Stephan. Paolo and Francesca: the St. James's theatre, 
by George Alexander [ actor as Giovanni Malatesta. ] Lond. 
Miles, n.d. 12p. S0 • t!lA.h.t I) 
7 ~~fiJrr~ Periodicals 
111S The Academy. Nos. 1975- 200S (Mar. 12, 1910-0ct. 29, 1910) . w. 
Supplement. 34 portraits of English men of letters . Lond. The 
A cad . Publishing Co. 2v. 
1119 The Athenaoum. Nos . 4300-4614 . (Mar.26, 1910-Sept.1916) . Lond. 
The Athenaeum Office, 4v. 4°. (136 numbers wanting) 
1120 The Book monthly. 
monthly, 1911. S0 • 
Nov.-Dec. 1911. 2 Nos.in 1. Lond . The Book 
1121 The Bookman. Supplement.10 portraits of letters. 1902. S0 • 
1122 Curent literature. Vol.51, No.4-Vol. 53, No.2 (Oct. 1911-Aug . 
1912). N. Y .Current Literature Publ.Co. 2v. S0 • 
1123 Current opinion. Vol.50, No.1- Vol.61,No.1 (Jul.1913-Sept.1916) . 
N.Y. Current Literature Pub!. Co. S v. f0 • 
-86-
1124 Mercure de France. Nos. 354-444 ( 16, Mars 1912 - 16, Dec . 1916) . 
Par. Mercure de France, 20v. S0 • (30 numbers wanting) :;!},A 
;h, 1~*0l ~ IJ 
1125 Die Neue Rundschau . 46 Hefte. (Jan.1911-0ct.1914). Berl. Fis-
cher, S0 • S Bde. :;!} A ;h, fjj~ ~ IJ 
1126 The Nineteenth century. No .131 (Jan.1SSS). Lond. Kegan Paul, 
1127 The Review of reviews. Nos. 299,304, 307,313, 315-9 (Nov.1914-
July 1916). Lond. "The Review of reviews" Office, 2v . S0 • 
112S The Windsor magazine. Nos.156,161,256,257 , 259 (Dec. 1907-Jul. 
1916) . Lond. VVard, S0 • 
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1 和漢書
1 俳句， 俳 文
129 雨の思(隙后六十賀句集) 隙后師 自序， W暦七和中
1130 あゐたで砂輩編京都1(J舎 太 四 良 文 政 三和中 二冊(様虚砦堂図
苫ノ印記アリ〉
1131 一茶泣思銃一茶同好会師 長野同会刊 大正二 和特大 (映入〉
1132 稲 目 集 良 台 編紋，天保八和中 二冊
1133 おくのほそ逝 〔怯尾芭，.((J 洛陽井筒毘庄兵衛等究政元 (再板〉
和小 (桝形) (政j長碧堂図~!J:ノ 印記ァリ 〉





日37 毅詩集改正月令博物筆 鳥飼洞府編大阪 交盛館明治二七和小四
冊 (映入)(様虚糾堂図苫ノ印記アリ)(映衷ニ夏目金之助ノ墨記ア リ〕
1138 歌仙等 興謝燕村車両宰，13校 (安ノk六，平安揃仙堂板後AllJ) 和中
1139 議枯尾華 晋永機細lt角堂機一校東京東京堂， þ~t文館明治二六
和中 元禄二巻，明治一巻 二冊(様j長烈堂図古ノ印記アリ)
1140 玄峰集服部 嵐雪東京 浅倉屋久兵衛(究延三木後刷)和中 二冊(題
銭，見返，J1J.~句集) (政虚~堂図古ノ印記アリ)
1141 I此豆七日刊集 情悔，庭雅編東京浅倉屋政，文政一二 (後刷) 和小
二冊(諜鹿碧堂図，1r. j激石ノ印記アリ)
1142 契全岡俳人名簿 三四縮東京中央出版協会大正三 糊 小
1143 古人五百周波句 集 松 露 出 編 東 部 青23註，高笈堂天明七和小 一
冊(外題，誹譜故人五百題) (政虚碧堂図在ノ印記アリ)
1144 古調庵侍記 附， 大樹六十賀吟写木和中〈水野文庫，激石，深J.Ji.碧堂
-88一
国内ノ印記アリ)
1145 謹物渡句集上下菊守見外明 江戸高笈 堂嘉永五和小 二冊 (外
題 1政物句集) (変龍，葛山居政古和之印等ノ印記ア リ)
1146 苦虫L翁俳譜附合集半青居新甫選，直明暗五休校東部青雲堂 序， 文
久元和小二冊(様虚碧堂図苫ノ印記アリ)
1147 芳虫L翁設句集過口庵組郷編江戸背主主序，罫永七和小 二巻二
冊 (1虚碧堂図苫ノ 印記ァ リ〉
1148 さされ右虎足岳絡写本 和中 (激石，深虚砦掌図古，春水亭紫風ノ
印記アリ〉
1149 支考仰来秘決集 写本(明治二七，若葉苧尚山再写)和中






1154 十論為排抄渡部狂縞京野田治兵衛平保ーO 和大三冊 (深虚碧
~図23 ノ印記アリ)
1155 弘中千代尼設句集 前，後無外庵主人， 大夢細金沢天主主閣政，嘉
永二 Ff，安政六和袖珍二冊(派鹿盟主図古ノ印記ァ リ〉
1156 諸国翁墳記京都橘屋治兵衛官暦ーーヵ 和中 (7'"野文庫，政虚碧堂
図3等ノ印記アリ〉
四哲渡句集湖長等写木(小山宴長ノ奥古アリ) 和小
1158 翻狼誤写本(克政三，小山宴長写) 和小 (政虚碧堂図3ノ印記ア リ〉





1161 1J;版蹴祭古屋俳話正岡常規(子規〉 東京 円本新聞社明治二八












































































政五和中二 巻 二 冊
1198 識名山房雑若 m一集(端本) 岡干似 序，明治一四和中 二巻一冊
一.東旋詩記一巻二.使会津記一巻
1199 泊浪先生尺附明，李怒龍撰張所敬絹江都小林新兵衛費暦元(享
保板手写実的 和大 三巻一冊 (Jm鎮， ~宇治良尺!日) (諜虚恕堂図3
ノ印記ァリ〉
泡石i揃






1202 詩経宋，朱燕集凪 絞永昌易集注今村八兵衛寛政三(再刻) 和大
八巻六冊(題護，新刻頭古詩経集註) (観i机~，来海蔵本，必由堂之
印， 1主虚哲堂図;I?ノ印記ア リ) 苫入あり








一冊(朱点アリ) (柱，増有Iì両漢~林) (半都政書ノ印記ア リ) (前
後落葉アリ，破損甚ツ〉
1206 民山民詩集宋，民山民撰， 近藤元粋評訂東 京 青 木 市山蛍明治四二，
(六版)和小
1207 晋3紗 明，I凍仁錫唐大七巻三冊 (曾我，様虚碧堂図書ノ印記アリ〉
(破損甚ダシク，巻一第一葉!脱落)




1210 酔石先生逃稿鎌田景弼(酔石) 東 京 池泌吉太郎明治三六和大
二巻二冊
1211 靖節先生集晋，陶潜撰 ?，!i，陶 樹 注 江 蘇苫局光緒九唐大 -0巻
首一巻，末二巻四冊巻末，靖節先生年譜孜異二巻清，陶湖撰
(様虚砦堂図:苫ノ 印記アリ〉
1212 昭明文選六臣虫註疏解消，顧施禎 [心耕堂〕 序，康照二六 唐大
一九巻八冊 (柱，文選大臣~註疏解) (三畏堂秘玩，滋虚砦堂図苫ノ
印記ァリ〉
1213 絶句 類 選 津阪孝縛編男達，平松正恐校津篠田伊十郎等文久二
和小 二一巻二冊〈渓虚裂童図書，好文軒図苫記等ノ印記アリ〉
1214 先憂文編約野良知東京古川半七明治 二九和中 (様虚軍事堂図;古ノ
印記アリ)
1215 謹註唐賢詩集 ?i'J，王土蹴撰，呉虚，胡裳註，賀矯芳 近藤元粋評大阪
青木慌山堂 明治三八(三版〉 和小三巻三冊(供入) (激石ノ 印
記アリ〕










1220 庖賢三l旅集 i?，王土蹴撰，呉樟，胡栄註，賞培芳評翰昌国 光緒九
(孟刊) 唐大 三巻三冊(滋虚裂童図古ノ印記アリ) (朱盤套印)
1221 唐詩三間家法宋，周弼選館機校東都山城毘佐兵衛，岡田屋嘉七，
天保一二和般小三巻一冊(諒虚諮堂図苫ノ印記ア リ〉
1222 唐詩選評陣上巻森大来(椀南) 東京新進社明治二五 菊
1223 中洲文稿第一集三島毅著石埼謙等校東京三仏殺明治三一和
中三巻三冊
1224 霊討文選集評市，子光華金図書業堂乾 隆 五 一 庖 中 一 五 巻 首 末
二巻八冊
1225 韻古堂社工部文集註解附，諸家論社 ifi，張i宮rJ;f大二巻附一巻一冊









1131 板橋集清，鄭捜清陣:苫屋 (市版) 底中 四 冊
1232 評註因朝六家詩紗 jJ 劉執玉選，許庭竪，郷容成参閲，近藤元粋増評
東京守木舘山堂明治四O 和小八巻四冊 (1扶入) (題簸，清六
家持紗) (激石居ノ印記アリ)






















1246 論語宋，朱燕註和中ーO巻一冊 〈様車碧堂図書ノ印記アリ) ~入
傍線あり














1253 堂山和尚体光録釈紹珪(堂山〉 京 都 出 雲寺文二郎明治一八和中
二巻二冊 (朱書入ア リ) (様虚盟主主図苫，錦粘逸人等ノ印記アリ)
1254 我観人生 福井彦次郎東京 日東並大正四(再版〉 四六
1255 寒山詩闘提記聞 釈?J;鶴(白|思) 京都 出雲寺文次郎 (延享三版後刷)













平 兵 衛 明治一五和中二巻二冊
ロ64 霊堂四部録京都永田調兵術明治九和中( 柱，間四部録) (諜虚
砦堂図苫ノ印記アリ)






1269 抑海之一波 空 水 東 京 文 明 裳 明 治 三 八三五苫入れあり
1270 抑窓閑話菅原時保者飯塚必袋編東京大阪屋続出庖 大正五四六
m 鰹病lI"J法語集正，続編山田孝道，森大狂校註東京 光融 館 明 治
四oc四，五版〉 菊 二1m C激石，激石居ノ印記アリ)t!}入れ，
傍線あり
























二巻 一冊(題議，御覧鉄|浪禅問1~立録) (諜虚裂掌図書ノ印記アリ )
1284 !i，f.¥変f師寺:古神戸 日木聖公会出版社明治三九(一四!庇) 洋袖珍
三E-"'入:z:;
1285 't1.茶翁{昌語 附， 名公茶器銘釈元昭(月海，売茶翁) 和中(様虚碧堂
図書ノ印記ァリ 〉
1286 li洲静師語録 釈道l臨(質洲) 撰 最 頂 等 縮 序，費永五和大六巻二冊
(題銭，御覧質洲科l師語録) (様虚裂堂図書ノ 印記アリ 〉
1287 l'雪物集 C平康頼〕 高 橋 市 兵 衛 究 文 元 和中三巻三冊































1301 今様秩，冬の巻， 春の巻(第二年第二蹴) 東京松屋呉服庖 明治三
九，四0，四六，菊三冊
1302 翰伊呂波引定紋大全綾部乙松編東京盛花堂明治三O 和側、
1303 印象派以後木下杢太郎(太田正雄〉東京 日本美術学院 大正五四六
(献夏目激石先生虎皮下於奉天著者ノ記入アリ〉




1307 歌麿名盟側I (錦給〉 東京好古堂明治三六(彩色〉 一枚物五枚
(袋入)








1312 窮華経鹿 (絵画， 万剣，甲白) 東京審美 』 院 序 ， 明 治 四 四 和 特
大 (供入)
1313 幽阜孔子廟碑拓本折本 一帖 (1侠入)
1313 克公之煩唐，5.長之宏撰包文該出和中折本一帖
1314 悩索草岳千字文唐， 釈懐素主 東京西東出房明治四五和特大(激
石山房，激石ノ印記アリ 〉
1315 出減先生唐詩帖 細井蹟揮出 臨悲(双鈎朱娯〉 手1:大 (明治三六，傑芸
~ノ 蹴ア リ 〉

















1326 暁鷲笠談内，外間瓜生政和子f河鍋洞イjf¥(暁腎〉画 東 京 岩 木 俊
明治二O 和中 四巻四冊 (1扶入)
1327 公長略li 上回公長(水雲〉画大阪伊丹屋住兵衛(文久三j仮，後刷J
和中 二冊
1328 肯今和歌集序津町東江古 東都 文出|堂安永八 和大
-100ー
1329 閥1(ft 第一至一八，二O四号国華社編東 京同社明治二二，
二四，四O 不1特大 一九冊 (激石山房ノ印記アリ)
1330 習古笠印vi
不和!口]中 五一巻首一巻 一八冊
1331 古今極聯定刻 1，'1 ，呉隠主集 敏，光緒二八(封印) 唐大折木 一二帖
〈板表紙)
1332 古今極聯袋刻小俳清，呉問、縮図冷印社光緒三二 唐大 二冊
1333 古今名人監真一，二，三銀上海群記苫荘 光 緒二一(石印〉麿，袖
珍 六冊(朕入) (諜虚碧堂図苫ノ印記アリ)









目4oE襲名議官支那伺柴山田直三郎編京 都 芸 州1堂明治四四特大
1341 支那名人:am百集第一輯 北{傑周;鰐縮京都 民美苫房明治三九 和
特大 (1快入)
1342 硝翁俳笠集 木 潔 字 縮 東 京 画 報社明治四四和大
1343 特南沙花烏草識1日記;.，蒋廷錫(南沙〉 上海 文明古局宜統三(破璃
版〉 四六倍
1344 尚美資料第六編第三輯尚美会侃東京同会大正四和特大










1350 i!J諦唐，孫j品庭東京西東内房明治四五和大(朱出入ア リ) (激
石山房ノ印記アリ)
1351 秦洩瓦営岡館 機 天 保 九 和 大
1352 市道人節臨六朝碑四積H柏市， 李瑞清書 上海底亜図:百周民国四(石
印) 唐大
1353 新日本主譜石井栢亭東京方寸社明治四三，四四菊二巻二冊
1354 水月嫡印譜水月粥主人大谷家明治一一 和小 三巻三冊(映入〉
1355 小石山房印譜 hY，顧湘，願浩嗣願氏板道光一一唐小六冊
1356 石政文拓本 _ij¥lj 和大
1357 赤壁賦 中村 不折苫東京平安堂大正四和大
1358 先哲内彬荻野由 之 編 東 京 酋 東3房大正元和特大
1359 扇面3ilf帖 tf，曾友芝等苫，函 (囚商実物十二枚張込)fg，横特大
一帖








明治四五(四版) (破璃)寂) 折本 一帖 (激石山房ノ印記アリ)
-102ー
1364 }，g.詩選湾問束江3 江戸小林新兵衛天明四和大 三巻三冊 (題箔
東江先生:古唐詩選) C山f現政苫，al長碧堂図古ノ 印記アリ)
1365 庖詩選画本 (五言絶句) 楠究(石海〉苫画東都小林新兵衛 自序
天明八和中 五巻五冊 Ci栄虚主!?掌図苫ノ 印記アリ〉
1366 庖;待選，!l木三編(五七言律排律) 日旧回乗江都小林新兵衛克政
三 不~1中 五巻五冊 (伊東放苫， 政jι主主主因;l?ノ印記アリ)




1369 凹能村竹凹 (印譜苫譜画譜) 大島支郎(豊南)縮大分豊南苫堂






1373 竹柏詳録元李 (.1，;-)斎〉 京都林伊兵衛首席六和中二巻二冊 Cì'1~
感碧堂図書ノ印記アリ)










1379 東洋美術困譜湘*li一編東京岡市社明治 四 二 菊 倍 二l除




1382 円本7?22什歪大辞典池田常太郎副1 東京 日本美術鑑賞会大正四四
ノ、イ背
1383 日本美術 第九六雫一九五号(内倣アリ) 円木美術社編東京 口木美
術主上 明治四0:笠大正五 菊(八二冊) 合木 一四冊
日84 薪」1家人名詳侮附諸名家印譜及鑑定心得数条樋口文山縮大阪優




1386 白問、不n尚遺墨集国民新聞社編東京民友社大 正三(複製) 平1大
















1395 不折俳JE 中村不折画，高出虚子評釈，河東砦梧桐句 光草堂 明治四三
和大二巻二冊 (1決入) 書入れあり
1396 不折{)I，J!~: 中村不折画 河東碧梧桐句 (光華掌) (明治四三)和大ニ
巻二冊(序，虚子評釈献，ケダシ試刷木カ)
1397 文徴明草3千字文 明，文散明:;:!} 1事文堂(波璃j版〉 和特大ー帖 o歎
石山房ノ印記アリ〉
1398 文徴切城居1約明，文徴明古和大ー帖(激石山房ノ印記アリ〉






1403 毒虫家人名酢75 狗野存信制，古筆了悦校聞東京大会出庖 明治二六
和中 二巻二冊(様虚碧堂図;古ノ印記アリ〉
1似高誼家落歎印諮狩野芯信(刻1)嗣，古筆了悦校関東京大倉古庖
明治二七和中 三巻三冊(船長入) (政虚碧堂図書ノ印記アリ 〉













1412 目録 (西村滴翠所蔵品入札) 大阪山中吉良1兵術等大正二和中
1413 脇F陸橋i!i-千字文 7i'j，f~j守敬古 東京商東書房明治四四和大 (務k石
山房， (救石ノ印記アリ)










1419 王右1lI:;!r-記国華社政，明治四三 (破璃版〉 巻子
1420 王仲初的宋元山水制 W，王建立大阪油谷博文堂大正四〈破璃版〕




1422 伊勢物語姶聴抄 北村塁手吟延費八和大五巻三冊(釈宛尊 3入，大
野山日竪ノ署名アリ) (深虚却益図苫等ノ印記ア リ， 西山金之助ノ署
名ア リ〉



















































1450 諸関里人談菊岡f占涼(米山) 京都勝村治右衛門序，寛政一二 和
中 五巻二冊(深慮:'iO:童図召ノ印記アリ〉
1451 新囚人寒川鼠骨東京ほと与ぎす発行所明治三四四六
1452 町人考見録 (京都商人盛衰事蹟) 大連俣 野義郎大正二和中
二巻一冊
1453 南畝券言大国政(南畝)著文11:亭筆録東都岡田屋嘉七等 f[.， 文化
一四和中二巻二冊(水野文庫，激石，様虚碧掌図古ノ印記アリ〉
1454 後ちに来る者に武者小 路賀 鰐東 京治 陽盆 大正五四六(一六a三，
二四，武者小路実篤 夏目金之助先生ノ記入アリ)
















九(求板〉 和中 一三冊(様虚碧堂図書，前回， 福寿亭ノ印記アリ)
7 字書
1463 永代雑3 東都須原屋等天保一三和中 (口書ニ牛込菊井町夏目氏ト
塁苫アリ〉 在入れあり
1464 新刻重校増祁ilIU機活法詩韻全苫 明，王世貞編者世陽杭徳掌延世元





























明治一三(銅板) 和袖珍 一八巻二冊 (見返，増有Ii頭字詩間合英
異同排) (禄虚碧堂図苫ノ印記アリ)












1483 韻府一隅市顔惣功輯，中井乾鷲チリ校 江戸英文珠 序，文政一一和
小 一六巻二冊
1484 新増説文韻府話玉元，陰時夫編，陰中夫註明，王元貞校 序，高暦ー
八唐大 二O巻 -0冊(様虚盟主図3，激石ノ印記ア リ) (柱，
剖府~1玉〉
8 歴史， 地 理























1500 山水随縁記徳富猪一郎 東京民友社大正三 罪1:1中一冊 (秩入)
(二百五十音~)刊行之第九四)百穂， iJぷ峯学人 ノ署名アリ〉
m 勝三大政治家大久保 ・岩倉 ・伊藤論池溢吉太郎述，瀧田哲太郎編
東 京 新 潟l社 明治四五(再版) 四六
1502 時盟笛神社明細困 蜂 屋 十 馬 編 仙 台 同 人刊明治二六 一枚
1503 西山近事三木之幹等写本(寛政九東知之写) 手IJ中 五巻二冊(東
氏家蔵，水野文庫，様J;i砦童図苫ノ印記アリ)
15倒 世界窮民図説雪志賀重昂東京地理調査会明治四回総四六四倍
1505 太宰府神社御略体西高辻信厳太宰府(福岡県) 同人1U 明治一九
和中
1506 官幣中社太宰府神社境内之困 太宰府町(福岡県〉 太宰府神社 明治二
八(三版〉 一枚
1507 纏思官幣大社香椎宮木下美重明治二二一枚物
1508 朝鮮お民'1自 (写真張込) 横四六四倍
1509 朝鮮歴史地理第二巻津田左右吉東京南満洲鉄道株式会社大正二
菊(歴史調査報告第二)


































1526 名所苗蹟花葉集 (椿寺椿の葉以下) (花業実物張込) 和様小
1527 明治大年表小川多一郎編東京吉川弘文館 大正三 四六倍
1528 罰関原温 泉全回青山豊太郎東京同人刊明治二六一枚

























1541 下掛貫生流沼木 和中四二冊 (広永六年再版明治十六年板権免許






1543 下掛究生流謡木 内巻ー至二O 外巻ー至一六，列j写木 和中 三六巻三
六冊 3入れ， f士官級あり
1544 下懸内旅本語荒川源兵衛訂京都荒川源兵衛貞享四和小杭二巻





1547 海の物理皐 U mi no Buturigaku. 寺田寅彦 Terada-Torahiko 東京
円木のろーま字社 大正二菊(ロ ー マ字.~i-き『理学』巻の二〉
1548 園都文庫第一至一二巻，別巻第一，二前田昭山等東京春陽堂
明治三六歪三八(初，再版)菊一四冊

























































夏目徽石文学論東京大倉在庖明治四oc初版) 672p 23cm 
瓦目激石文学評論東京春陽堂明治四二(初版) 621p 23cm 
夏目激石三四郎東京春陽堂明治四二(初版) 418p 23cm 
夏目j秋石それから東京春陽主主明治四三(初版) 432p 23cm 
夏目激石 門東京若手陽主 明治四四(初版) 334p 23cm 
夏目激石 四篇(文鳥， ~~十夜，永日小品，満韓ところどころ) 東京春陽堂
明治四三(初版) 287p 23cm 
夏目激石彼岸過迄東京春陽堂大正一(初版) 488p 23cm 
夏目激石行人東京大倉吉庖大正三 (初版) 619p 23cm 
夏目激石心東京 岩 波 大正三 (初版) 426p 23cm 
夏目激石道草東京岩波大正四(初版) 434p 23cm 
夏目激石明暗東京岩波大正六(初版) 745p 23cm 
夏目激石草合(坑夫， !l'f分) 東京王手腸堂明治四一(初版) 588p 23cm 
夏目激石社会と自分東京実業之口木社大正二(初版) 414p 23cm 
夏目激石吾輩ハ猫デアノレ上中下東京大会出庖 明治三九~四oc初版)
三冊 23cm 
夏目激石色烏東京新潮社大正四(初版) 541p 17cm 
夏目 激 石 金 剛 草東京至誠堂3庖大正四(初版) 454p 20cm 
夏目激石激石詩集附激石印譜東京岩波大正八(初版) 二冊 17cm
!扶入






夏目激石彼岸過迄 ・ 四篇(彼岸過迄 ・ 文，C; ・ ~~十夜 ・永日小品 ・ 満韓ところど
ころ) 東京春陽堂大正六(縮刷一二版) 898p. 袖珍






夏目激石三四郎 ・それから ・門東京春陽堂大正八(縮刷四一版) 969p. 
袖珍
夏目激石 こころ東京岩波大正一O(縮刷三九版) 438p. 袖珍
夏目激石夢十夜(文鳥 ・永日小品・ 夢十夜〉東京春陽堂大正一三(縮刷
八二版) 202p. 袖珍
夏目激石璃能 ・虞美人草(坊っちゃん ・二百十日 ・草枕 ・虞美人草) 東京
春陽掌大正一三 (縮刷八八版)999p. 袖珍
夏目i歓石 様虚集({命敦塔 ・カーライ/レ博物館 ・幻影の盾 ・琴のそら音 ・一夜 ・
盈露行 ・趣味の遺伝) 東京大倉岳庖大 正七 (縮刷一三版〉
378p. 袖珍
夏 目激石道草東京岩波大正一五 (縮刷四九版) 456p. 袖珍
夏目激石激石原稿複製 「坊っちゃん」全文付別冊東京番町古房昭和






夏目激石 子規点激石句稿 明治二九~三oc自主在〉 巻子一軸 54cm 
夏目激石激石俳句穴のある銭が扶に事-の春明治四一(自筆)短冊 一枚
(額入)36cm r激石」ノ印記アリ
夏目減;石 激石自笠原稿「道草」一五枚 アノレパム入 34cm ちらし告き
11 その他




小宮畳隆世間大正 六 〈一九一七) 手紙二通ハガキ一葉小宮盛隆より四
方回春声あて
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l此翠文庫(土井晩翠旧政-;:!}， 2， 624Hft) 
仰原文庫(梅原末治l日政;:!}， 1，146冊)
ヴント文庫 (WilhelmWundt 旧政，~L 15，840冊〕
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刊行する辺びとなった。 r溺;石文庫目録Jはその第 1集であり，今後 「狩野文庫
総目録」をもふくめて， 逐次この作業が進むことをあわせて念願するものであ
る。
H召和 46年 10月
東北大学附属国古館長
竹内利美
-1勾ー
東北大学附属 図書館
印刷 (名)共同印刷所
